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ABSTRACT

social ization has been impl icated by theorists as a mediator of

ethnic differences in controlìability. Porterrs OgeÐ analysis of

ethnic stratification in Canadian society describes a vertical mosaic

whereby a hierarchy determines ethnic groupsr differential ìevels. Each

ethnic group has its ownrrcontrol potential" (Porter, p.7Ð or controì

over selection and socialization of i ts members, dependi ng upon i ts

place in the hierarchy. Grottps lower in the mosaic would experienco

less control, and through social ization, would come to expect less

control. Thus, fami ly social ization, combined with differential

experience with environmental outcomes I ink ethnicity and perceived

control.

Learned hel pl essness theory may account for d i fferent i a I expectat i ons

of controì by ethnic group. According to sel igman (197Ð, perceptions

of uncontroì labi I ity are a result of oners influence over environmentaì

outcomes. Given the vertical mosaic hypothesis, ethnic groups who

experience less control should in fact come to perceive ìess control

according to the learned helplessness theory. Thus, I inking the two

theories suggests a causal relationship identifying the possible causes

of lower perceived control in certain ethnic groups.

The present study examined differences between ethnic groups in their

reactions to uncontrollability. Specifically, it was predicted that

ethnic groups would respond differently to exposure to noncontingent
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outcomes' that is independence between behaviour and outcomes. lf an

ethnic group has been exposed infrequently to noncontingent outcomes,

members may not react as readily in exhibiting attributions and deficits

characteristic of heìplessness as those lower in the vertical mosaic who

experience noncontingent outcomes more routinely.

Porter conceptual izes the educatíonal system as the mechanism through

which vertical mobi ì ity and opportunity can be attained. Thus,

chi Idrens' experiences within the school may be particularly important

for an ethnic grouprs mobility. Experimental research has found a

rel at i onsh i p between teach i ng behav i ours and student ach i evement

outcomes and perceived control (Perry and Dickens, ì984) . lnstructor

express i veness enhanced student ach i evement depend i ng upon students t

perceived control. For students who perceived they had control over

thei r ach i evement, the h i gh express ive i nstructor produced better

performance than the low expressive instructor. For students who did

not perceive control over academic outcomes, the instructor had no

effect. Thus, depending upon a studentsr perceived control, an

i nstructor may or may not fac i I i tate ach i evement.

lf ethn¡c stratification creates perceived uncontrol labi I ity in

certain ethnic children, they may not be sensitive to teaching behav-

iours, such as expressiveness, that affect achievement. Given the

initial hypothesis, that ethnic groups differ in perceived control, a

second hypothesis is suggested, that ethnic groups may have differential

responsiveness to teaching behaviours.



To test these two hypotheses, subjects from four ethnic groups,

chinese, Engì ish, southern Europeans, and ukrainians, were recruited

from the introductory psychology course at the University of l'lanitoba.

They were f i rst exposed to response-outcome cont i ngency tra i n i ng

involving either immediate noncontingent or contingent feedback. An

attribution questionnaire was then administered to ascertain subjectsl

perceived controì over the task and causaì attributions for their

performance. The second phase of the experiment invoìved a videotaped

lecture varying in instructor expressiveness (lowlhigh), fol lowed by an

achievement test on the lecture material and an attribution question-

naire regarding test performance, causaì attriþutions and perceived

control. The experimental design was a 4 (ethnicity) x 2 (contingency)

x 2 (expressiveness) factorial design. Dependent measures included the

post-conti ngency training attribution questionnai re, the achievement

test and the post- I ecture guest i onna i re.

Results of the contingency manipuìation repl icated previous findings:

contingency training had a highly significant effect upon attributions,

perceived control and affective measures, and actual performance on the

aptitude test. Ethnicity significantly affected attributions to abi I ity
and effort, as weì I as aptitude test results. A consistent pattern

among the ethnic groups was exhibited throughout the data. Expressive-

ness was shown to affect all attributions, perceived control and other

affective measures, as wel I as achievement test results. Again,

ethnicity significantly affected attributions of ability, feelings of

succes and other affective measures, and achievement test results. The

resuìts imply that ethnic groups may have differential perceptions of
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control labi I ity which inturn affect their responsiveness to teaching

behaviours. An effective teaching behaviours may be considered

culturally relative in that it may not be effective for all ethnic

groups, a result that shouìd be considered in the context of the

educationaì system.
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ETHN I C HER ITAGE AND PERCE IVED C0NTR0L: ll'lPL I CAT l0NS F0R
THE COLLEGE CLASSROO¡4

I ntroduct i on

Canada is a multicultural society in which a federal poì icy (1971)

advocates the expression of an ethnic identity within a biì ingual

framework. Ethnic identity within this context is defined as mainte-

nance of an identity with a distinct ancestral heritage. Porter (lg6S)

has suggested that perceptions of cpntrol may result from different

cultural orientations through social ization. Specific to Canada's

ethnic groups, he proposed that the societal structure of ethníc

stratification contributes to these differences in perceived control.

This thesis wi I I focus upon the relationship between ethnicity and

perceived controì.

The concept of perceived control suggests peopìe differ in their

attributions of control over outcomes. Two predominating psychological

theories attempt to describe perceived control: Rotter's (1966) locus of

control parad i gm, and Sel i gmanrs (1g75) response-outcome cont i ngency

paradigm. Rotterrs theory describes enduring personal ity-type attribu-

tional styles whereby people explain the world consistently as either

within their control or uncontrol Iable. Sel igman¡s paradigm asserts

that a person may differ in feelings of control depending upon the

particular situation and that person's experiences with control I ing

outcomes in the past.
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lf people do differ in their beliefs of controÌìabiìity, ethnicity

may be one factor contr i but i ng to such d i fferences. The or i entat i on of

ciifferent cultures may tend to promote a certain way of viewing the

world, either as a place over which one has control, or a place over

which one has little controì. lncorporating the respcnse-outcome

contingency paradigm with Porterrs stratification theory, ethnic groups

experiencing I ittle controì due to their al location in the societal

structure may perceive less control over their ìives relative to other

groups in the hierarchy. 0ne major question addressed in this thesìs is

whether ethni c groups di ffer i n thei r perceived control .

ln considering brays to compensate for ethnic groups' Iack of control,

Porter suggests the educational system as the mechanism by which groups

may eventually attain mobility and opportunity. Research on achievement

motivation, however, suggests that distinct ethnic differences exist in

achievement motivation (Rosen, 195Ð. lf ethnic groups do have

differing achievement motivation, compounded by differences in perceived

control, the question arises as to whether alì ethnic groups are able to

benefi t equaì ly from the educational system. Given that perceived

control has been I inked to student outcomes (Perry and Dickens, 1984),

perhaps ethnic students may respond differently to the teaching

environment if they do prove to differ in perceived control. The second

major question addressed in this thesis is whether ethnic students

differ in their responsiveness to effective teaching.
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Ethnici ty and Perceived Control

Psycholoqical perspectives. The conc ept of perceived control has

been the focus of a number of psychologicaì theories, such as Rotterrs

ìocus of control theory (1966), Weiner's attribution theory (1971,197Ð,

and Sel i gman's response-outcome cont i ngency parad i gm (197Ð . Before

examining the relationship between ethnicity and controì labi I ity it is

important to consider the variety of perspectives that exist in the

study of perceived controì. From this analysis, the most useful theory

for studying this relationship wi I I be determined.

The first theory defines perceived control as Jocus of control

(Rotter, 1966). lt is a general ized expectation of a relationship

between one's actions and the resultant outcomes. lf a person deter-

mines that he/she has produced an outcome, or that the outcome is

contingent upon his/her behaviour or personal characteristics, this as

an internal cause. Conversely, if a person decides that the outcome is

as a result of luck, chance, fate or powerful others, then it is

interpreted as under external control. The theory describes people as

either internal, perceiving results as contingent upon themselves and

thus controllable, or external, perceiving outcomes as not contingent

upon themselves and thus uncontrollable.

A body of research has accumulated which documents differences in

locus of control between groups. Studies have shown bel iefs about locus

of control predict individualsrattitudes, social behaviours and

rei nforcement sensi tiv¡ ty. External i ty posi tively correlates wi th

defensive and maladaptive levels of aspiration behaviours (Phares, 19571
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Simmons,195Ð and is associated with high scores on the California

F-Scaìe (Hoìden, ì958) . I nternal i ty i s associated wi th tubercular

patients seeking more information about and understanding their disease

(Seeman I Evans, 196Ð, realistic and cautious betting behaviour

(Liverant E Scodel, .l960), and less conformity (Crowne 6 Liverant, 1963;

Odeì1,195Ð.

Cross-cultural studies have focused on whether differences exist in

perceived control between ethnic groups. Parsons, Schneider and Hansen

('l970) found Danish and American students not significantìy different in

terms of their overall control orientations, but a further analysis

(Parsons E Schneider, l97O) found different patterns of scoring on

Rotterrs locus of control scale by national ity. Using a much wider

cross-cul tural sampìe incìuding European, Far-Eastern, 14¡ddìe-Eastern,

North American and South American subjects, Parsons and Schneider (1974)

found significant differences in locus of control orientation by

ethnicity. The Japanese urere found to be the most external, perceiving

less control over outcomes, while East lndians v,rere most internal,

feel ing greater control over outcomes. For academic outcomes in

particuìar, lsrael i, Canadian and East lndian students proved to be most

internal, and ltal ians were most external. Whi le demonstrating ethnic

differences in locus of control, these results also point out the

variability in perceptions of control depending upon the type of

outcome. ln other words, rather than the al l-encompassing generaliza-

tion of locus of control as Rotter suggests, it would appear that

perceived control depends more upon the particuìar situational outcome

be i ng eva I uated.
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Whi le cross-cultural studies suggest differences in locus of control

between subjects from different countries, other studies have addressed

the possibility of differences in locus of controì by ethnic group

within multi-ethnic societies. Graves (196ì) in fact found that Angìos

tend to be more internaì in their locus of control than either Spanish-

Americans or American lndians. l,1iìgram (.l97.l) found no signif icant

differences between blacks and whites in locus of control in the United

States. Battle and Rotter (.l963) , however, found middle-class whi tes

significantly more internal than lower-class blacks. No significant

differences were found between middle-class blacks and whites, a result

the researchers attribute to social ization of the middle-class blacks to

accept middìe class norms. l4eredith (1976), studying locus of control in

Hawaii, found even third-generation Japanese-Americans exhibited a

desire for external control characteristic of native-born Japanese.

Hsieh, Shybut and Lotsof (.t969) discovered contradictory results to

those of I'lered i th study ing locus of controì i n nat ive-born Ch inese,

Chinese-Americans and Anglo-Americans. Chinese native-born were most

externaì and Anglo-Americans the most internal, with the Chinese-Ameri-

cans intermediate, suggesting a carry-over effect from the Chinese

culture tempered by acculturation to American culture. The researchers

concluded: "a cuìtural orientation may be cìosely I inked with personal

belief in internal versus external controlr' (Hsieh et al., p. 124).

Ethnicity appears to be a factor in differential patterns of locus of

control, as shown by some cross-cultural and multi-ethnic studies. The

balance of nonsignificant results, however, ilây suggest caution in

i nterpret i ng the ì ocus of control f i nd i ngs, however. Despi te the fact
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that earl ier research has shown the construct to reìate to personality

differences, it must be stressed that the earl ier research on locus of

control was done on Anglo-Americans. lt is quite possible that

interpretation of these ethnic findings, based on the Anglo normative

sample, is ethnocentric and unable to fulìy tap other groups' feeìings

of control or to understand them.

A second theory of perceived control is Weiner's attribution theory

(t971) which proposes that peopìe try to explain events that occur in

their I ives. Basically, an attribution is a cause a person gives to

expìain why an outcome occurred. ln Weiner's earl ier theory, attribu-

tions Ì^rere cìassiii.O ulong t*o dimensions in order to identify

underìying causes. The locus of causal ity dimension (internal/exter-

nal), is simiìar to Rotter's locus of control dimensions directing the

cause as either due to the person and thus internaì or due to an outside

factor and thus external. The stabi I ity dimension (variable/stable)

determines the expectation of control over future outcomes, with a

variabìe attribution less I ikely to affect expectations than a stable

attribution which would predict future situational control.

ln a study comparing attribution theory to locus of control theory,

Weiner, Nierenberg and Goldstein (1976) found that contrary to Rotter's

claims, the stabi I ity dimension was better able to predict expectations

for future achievement than the locus of causal ity dimension. They

concìuded that the attributional analysis was a better predictor than

the locus of control analysis when actually put to the test. According

to attribution theory, a person would thus experience an outcome and

then attempt to determine the cause, characterized as either within
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oners control (internal) or not (external), and either expected to recur

(stable) or not (variable). An example of an internal stable attribu-

tion would be ability, whereas an external variable attribution would be

ìuck. Greatest control is perceived when attributions are made to

internal, stable factors and least when to external, variable causes.

The applicability of the attributional framework was studied by

VJe i ner , Heckhausen, f,leyer and Cook (1972) , who f ound that the ì ocus of

control dimension determines affect, or emotional reaction to an outcome

whi ìe the stabi I ity dimension determines expectations. ln a further

sophistication of his previous paradigm, I,leiner (197Ð included a third

orthogonal dimension of attri¡ut¡ons, control 1able/ uncontrol laùle, as

an individuaì decides whether the outcome was in fact within their

controì . Support for thi s thi rd dimension was provided by Passer (1977)

who used a muìtidimensionaì scal ing procedure which al lowed the

underlying judgement dimensions to be found. Two dimensions clearly

stood out, a locus dimension and a control lable/uncontrol lable dimen-

sion. Similarìy, ltleyer (1978) had subjects rate nine possible causes of

outcomes, and a factor anaìysis produced Weinerrs three causal dimen-

sions.

Weinerrs attribution theory addresses in more detail the issue of

controllabiìity than the locus of control theory. Certainly the

val idation studies comparing the two approaches would advocate the

superiority of attribution theory in its predictive power, with more

precision in its explanations and overal ì reasoning. Whereas the

attributional analysis has been appl ied to classroom settings extensive-

ly (Weiner, 197Ð, little work has been done assessing differences in
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attributions of causal ity by ethnicity. A study conducted by Betancourt

E Weiner (1982) did find, in comparing Chi lean E Americansr attribu-

tions, that the three dimensions of ìocus, stability and controìlabili-

ty, were rated simîlarly by the subjects f rom the tþJo societies.

Chi leans did, however, perceive stable causes as less stable, control la-

ble causes as less controllable and external causes as more externaì

than Americans. ln examining the relations between dimensional ratings

and anticipated psychological consequences, logical reasoning proved

generaì izabìe across the cultures. The authors speculate, however, that

differential values ê bel iefs specific to a culture affect culture-spe-

cif ic attributional patterns.

The third theory, Seligman's (197Ð learned helplessness paradigm,

describes relationships between behaviours and outcomes that may be

dependent or independent. ln this response-outcome contingency

approach, a person encounters an event that he/she either perceives as

contingent or noncontingent upon his/her behaviour. lf the outcome is

viewed as noncontingent or independent of one's behaviour, the person

wiìl come to expect future noncontingent relationships and three

deficits may resuìt: cognitive, motivational and affective. Control is

the percept i on that fol I ows regard i ng the rel at i onsh i p between one¡s

actions and the resulting outcomes. The helpless individual bel ieves

that his/her efforts are ineffective in achieving outcomes, creating

expectations of future ineffectiveness and producing the three charac-

teristic deficits. The cognitive deficit involves an inabi I ity to

perceive contingency between behaviours and outcomes, which produces

the affective deficit of apathy and leads to the motivational deficit of

decreased attempts to control outcomes.
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I n a reformulation of helpìessness theory, Abramson, Sel igman and

Teasdale (1978) included attributions as cognitive intermediaries

between perceived lack of control over outcomes and expectations for

future response-outcome rel at i onsh i ps. Accord i ng to the I earned

helplessness paradigm, once a person perceives a contingent or noncon-

tingent relationship, helshe wilì try to understand why this condition

exists. lncorporating attribution theory, the explanation for the

observed relationship wi I I involve varying dimensions of causal ity.

Simi larìy, this reformulation uti I izes three dimensions, though sì ightly

different from those used by Weiner: whether the result is persistent or

occasional, whether it is specific to one situation or all situations,

and whether the outcome is due to oneseìf or to external factors. Those

three dimensions, stabi I ity, global ity and internaì ity determine the

expectation of uncontroì ìabi ì i Ity in the future. The more general izable

and I ong- ì ast i ng these attr i but i ons, the greater the expectat i on of

uncontrol ìabi I ity. Simi larìy, the more a person internal izes an outcome

perceived as uncontrol lable, the greater the emotional reaction. Thus,

a perceived noncontingent relationship is cognitively processed to find

a cause, which is expressed in attributions, depending upon which the

deficits of retarded learning, negative feel ings and lowered motivation

may occur.

The learned helplessness approach is particularly useful as it

suggests a mechanism by which perceived control may be manipulated: by

exposing an individual to noncontingent relationships between his/her

behaviour and outcomes. The intervening attributions may be measured

and possible deficits may be ascertained using later tests and question-
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naires. This approach is an improvement over the other two theories in

that perceived controì may be manipulated. Since response-outcome

contingent and noncontingent relationships can be induced directly,

causal inferences may be made. Experimental manipulation of perceived

control permits direct comparison of experimentally induced conditions

with desired dependent variables.

ln an overalì analysis of the three theories, the ìocus of control

paradigm, attribution theory, and learned helplessness theory, problems

with two of the approaches make them ìess useful for the purposes of the

experimental study conducted. Although much research has been done

using the locus of control construct, the basic paradigm itself focuses

upon personal ity-type attributional styles whereas the results them-

seìves demonstrate variabi I ity by situation. Parsons and Schneider

(.|974) showed differences in locus of control among ethnic groups and

even within the same group, depending upon the domain of the situation.

Another difficulty with the ìocus of control instrument is that the

scaìe itself may be culturally biased. The l-E scale was developed for

a white, middle-class American majority-group member. lts focus may not

permit a fair interpretation of another culturers orientation, providing

onìy an ethnocentric viewpoint. This should be taken into account when

examining the results. The critical comparison in l,leiner et aì. (1976)

pits attribution theory against the locus of control measure and found

the latter deficient in predictive power relative to the attribution

approach. Thus, eñpirical support for ìocus of control theory is

inconsistent when compared to others.
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The learned helpìessness paradigm incorporates the improvements of

attribution theory orrer the locus of control construct, at least in the

reformulation, wi th the added advantage that i t permi ts causal i nferenc-

es due to the manipulation of response-outcome contingency. Thus,

learned helpìessness takes attribution theory one step further by

actual ìy explaining the mechanism by which attributions function, an

i ssue wh i ch We i ner does not address.

It is unfortunate that virtually no research has addressed the issue

of ethnic differences in perceived control from a response-outcome

conti ngency perspective. I f taken i nto context wi th Porterrs strati f i -

cation theory, an integration of sociological and psychological

perspectives provide an interesting interpretation of ethnic differences

in perceived control. A second advantage of the learned heìplessness

approach is its appìicability to the cìassroom environment, another

focus of this study. ln this environment, students presumably differ in

their perceived control over academic outcomes, the contingency

relationship they perceive between their behaviours and their grades.

For example, a response-outcome contingent relationship should exist

whereby study¡ng, attending class and note-taking produce higher marks.

lf no contingency is perceived by a student, the resuìting attributions

may lead to reduced achievement behaviour. The importance of perceived

control for achievement behaviour has been shown by Stipek and l,Jeisz

(.l98ì) as they discuss the motivation of perceived control and its

resultant effect upon behaviour. ln this intensive review article, the

authors compare the resuìts I inking various controì theories to academic

achievement. Both locus of control and attributions are shown to affect
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achievement behaviour and motivation. Similarly, Frieze (1980)

discusses the connection between perceived control and academic

performance, presenting convincing evidence of a causal reìationship.

Thus, the learned helplessness approach, with its manipulabi I ity of

perceived control, should prove useful in examining the classroom.

ln comparing the three approaches to perceived control, the learned

helplessness, or response-outcome contingency approach appears to fare

best against criticisms ìevel ìed against the other two theories. Using

this paradigm, ethnic groups may be described as differing in exposure

to noncontingent reìationships in their I ives, which would resuìt in

different attributions. This may lead to specific deficits that are

empirical ly testable fol lowing the ìearned heìplessness hypothesis.

Ethnicity may prove to be a predictor in the incidence and etiology of

learned helpìessness, and using this paradigm, causal inferences as weì I

as direct measure of results may be made.

Sociological perspectives. A number of sociological theories have

been suggested to account for group differences in perceived control.

They stress the development of control through differential socializa-

tion patterns and view the family as the source of beliefs about

control. The purpose of this section wiìl be to examine what exists for

ethnic groups in the real world, to describe the relevant theories in

sociology, and to decide which theory compìements and eìaborates upon

the psychological theory chosen. These theories include Strodtbeckrs

(l 958) mastery theory, Seeman's (lgtl) theory of al i enat i on, and

Porterrs (lg6¡) vertical mosaic theory.
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Strodtbect< (1958) d i scusses rtmastery'r , or the be I i ef of persona I

power, which may lead to perseverance in the face of failure. He

suggests this sense of mastery develops wi thin the fami ly. Through

feedback received from family members, a child acquires a sense of power

over his/her environmental outcomes and learns either to give up or to

persevere in the event of failure. For example, if a chiìd is instilled

with the bel ief that he/she can affect outcomes, then when he/she faiìs,

bel ieving it is controì lable, he/she wi I I persevere. Conversely, if a

child is taught not to expect power over outcomes, more than Iikely that

child will give up in the event of failure simply because of the belief

in a lack of personal control. Furthermore, Strodtbeck maintains that^

differences exist in the acquisition of bel iefs of mastery between

cultural groups, perpetuated by the fami ly. That is, depending upon the

culture, differential beìiefs of mastery exist and are passed on through

social ization to the next generation.

Seeman's (lgtl) argument is simi lar to Strodtbeck's developmental

description of perceived control. He suggests that differences in

perceived control occur by ethnic groups. A sense of [powerlessnessr',

or a lack of control, is due to feelings of alienation which ethnic

groups, minorities within the host society, may tend to feel apart both

from the ancestral homeland and within the host country. That is, they

have lost contact h,ith the home country, and feel isolated as non-mem-

bers of the larger society. This sense of aìienation is due to

social ization which insti I ls these feel ings and leads to expectations of

powerlessness, or a lack of control. For example, if a parent feels

powerless in the larger society, he/she may foster these feel ings in the
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children, who themselves experience expectations of po\^rerlessness, or

lack of control. A symptom of this alienation is a rrgiving up" similar

to the motivational deficit characteristic of learned helplessness.

Thus, ethnic groups may be more I ikely to feeì ìess control over their

I i ves re ì at i ve to the maj or i ty group.

Differences in social ization by ethnici ty have been impl icated in the

development of childrensr expectations of controìlabiì ity even up to the

third generation (Katz, 1967). Katz proposes that minority children

ìack approval for academic achievements at home, and thus deveìop at a

slower pace than others. For example, if a chiìd is not reinforced for

getting a good grade on a test, that child may not try to do well on the

next test, knowing reinforcement is not coming in the form of praise.

Since these chi ldren do not receive reinforcement for academic endeavors

from their parents, they remain dependent upon teachers for social

approvaì more than other children. l'liddle-class major ity chiìdren

receive attention in the home for their achievement and by the time they

reach schooì, reinforcement for achievement has been internal ized to the

point where they do not require as much teacher approval. Thus, due to

differences in fami ly social ization, ethnic students may develop a more

external locus for academic achievement.

I.lhereas the previous theories have focussed upon family socialization

alone, Porterrs OgeÐ theory bases these family differences upon

society. His theory is based upon Canadian society in which ethnic

groups are stratified in their relative positions of power in the

society. A causal connection is suggested in which ethnicity may

determine an individualrs social class which in turn affects that
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personrs controì over his/her life. Describing stratification patterns

as a vertical mosaic, Porterrs hypothesis proposes that the ìower an

ethnic group stands in the hierarchy, the less control actual ly

experienced. lndividuaìs may be relegated to a societal position based

upon ascribed criteria such as ethnicity, rather than achieved críteria

such as performance. Thus, ethnic identity would prove to be a barrier

to successful competition in the ìarger society. Groups Iower in the

status hierarchy may be expected to develop expectations of uncontrol ì-

abiì ity congruent with their experiences of lack of power, or noncontin-

gency, using learned heìplessness terminology. lf they come to expect

that their behaviours will have little effect upon their outcomes, since

they have so little power, they will base these expectations upon the

reality of their experience, Carrying this sociologicaì theory to the

individual psychological level, group differences in perceived control

should be internal ized into an individual's value system.

Support for Porter's position is found in a study by Berry, Kalin and

Taylor (1977) which found a hierarchical ordering or acceptance for

Canadian ethnic groups: British and French Canadians, fol lowed by those

of North European ancestry, then Eastern and Southern European, followed

by 0riental, South Asian, West lndian and Native Canadians. ln a

further analysis, Berry E Kalin (197Ð, in controlling for oì¡rn-group

evaluations, found the acceptance hierarchy was shared by most groups.

Thus stratification of ethnic groups provides an intuitive explanation

for ethnic differences in controllability and the hierarchy is empiri-

cal Iy val idated in research findings.
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As previously mentioned, in al I of these theories fami ly socializa-

tion is impì icated in the deveìopment of differential feel ings of

control . Porter's theory descr ibes a real i ty i n whi ch perceptions of

lack of controì, as a resuìt of social stratification, are internalized

and passed on through sociaìization. His theory extends beyond the

othersr in that a mechanism for the differences in socialization is

actual ìy proposed. lf the verticaì mosaic holds true, the next

generations of those at the bottom shouìd themselves encounter I ittle

controì over their social development. Port"t. p."r"nts empirical

evidence of this perpetuation from the 1930's to the l960rs.

The one problem with the vertical mosaic is that Porter proposed

specific ethnic differences. Whi le this permits direct empiricaì

comparison of his proposals, the theory itself is dated by almost th,enty

years and considerable changes may have occurred. The theoryrs uti I i ty

I ies in its suggestion of possible ethnic differences within the

Canadian perspective and the mechanism within the society which produces

these differences. Thus, whereas the vertical mosaic may not be taken

I iteral ly in its specific status hierarchy twenty years later, its

suggestions that differences exist may sti I I be appl icable to today's

socÎety. Unfortunately, the data Porter used to support his theory is

correlational, not causal, and hence further study should employ

experimental techniques for a ful ler understanding of the relationship

between ethnicity and perceived uncontrol labi I ity.

lncorporating learned helplessness theory and the ethnic vertical

mosaic, perceptions of lack of control may be attributed to noncontin-

gent experiences between behaviour and outcomes for some ethnic groups.
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Those groups who experience uncontrolìability perceive the noncontingent

relationship, make attributions to expìain the relati ionship which lead

to expectations of future noncontingent reìationships and the deficits

of heìplessness. Taken together, fami ìy social ization, the vertical

mosaic and learned heìplessness theories provide perspective from which

to test the cause-effect rel at i onsh i p between percept i ons of uncontrol I -

abi I i ty, the societal structure, and the perceptions, attr ibutions,

expectations and deficits characteristic of helpless individuals. The

possibi I ity of a greater sensitivity to uncontrol labi I ity among certain

ethnic groups allows us to determine its effect upon specific dependent

variables: depressed affect, decreased achievement behaviour, and

d i ff i cul ty i n perceivi ng actual controì .

Degrees of ethnicity. lsajiw (.l98ì) found a wide range of ethnic

identities and their manifestations in studying ethnic retention across

generations in Canada. Some groups, such as the Jews, maintained a

strong ethnic identity, whereas others such as the Germans, did not

retain a strong ethnic identity. Significant differences were found to

exist between the generations of various ethnic groups, indicating a

progression towards a weaker ethnic identity. These findings suggest

that ethnic identity may be measured on a continuum, rather than seen as

an absolute. Differential sociaì ization patterns by ethnic group may

make the development of ethnic identity more or less important to

various ethnic groups. Some may advocate maintaining a strong ethnic

identify, while others may not foster a strong ethnic identity in their

ch i I dren.
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As ethnic differences in perceived control have been suggested by

research findings, it is possible that varying degrees of ethnic

identity may also affect perceived control. Chi ldren raised with weaker

ethnic identities may be social ized to expect greater control, whereas

those raised wÌth strong identities may maintain the expectations of

controìlability characteristic of their ethnic group. For example,

Hsieh, Shybut and Lotsof, (ì969) studied locus of controì in Chinese-

born, Chinese-American and Anglo-Americans. As noted, they found

Chinese-Americans to be closer to the Anglo-Americans in their internaì

locus orientation. Studying ìocus of control in Anglo-Americans, second

and third-generation f'lexicans, Knight, Kagan, Nelson and Gumbiner (1978)

found no significant differences between the two generations of

I'lexican-Americans, but that the third-generation more closely resembìed

the internal ity of the Anglo-Americans. This suggests acculturation to

the dominant group as the third-generation also approximated Anglo-A-

mericans in both reading and math achievement while the second genera-

t i on I agged beh i nd.

Taken together, the strength of identity research suggests that ¡t

may have an effect upon perceived control. Given the differential

affects of ethnicity upon perceived control proposed, due to society and

social ization, it is aìso possible that the variabi I ity in strength of

an ethnic identity may show effects upon perceived control. Groups

displaying weaker ethnic identit¡es may be considered more assimi lated,

accorded a higher position in the vertical mosaic and hence have greater

perceived control . Conversely, groups wi th strong ethnic identi ties may

be stratified ìower in the hierarchy, experience less control, and hence
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perceive ìess control. lt is possible, however, that the opposite may

be true! groups with strong ethnic identities may perceive less controì

and groups with weak identities may perceive greater control. This poses

an empiricaì question.

Ethnicitv and Academi c Ach i evement

A second purpose of this thesis is to examine ethnic groups and their

performance under differing classroom conditions. Before considering

the educational system, however, differences in orientations to

achievement by ethnicity should be assessed. þJhen comparisons of

performance leveìs are made, too often an ethnocentric viewpoint is

taken by researchers, impìying that alì peopìe have the same ideals and

motivation. Rosen (1959) would certainly suggest that differences exist

between ethnic groups in motivation. He suggests that the disparity in

rates of vertical mobility by ethnicity in the United States is due, in

part, to dissimi lar culturaì orientations towards achievement. Before

arrival in the country, immigrants acquired dissimi lar motivati ions,

values and aspirations due to social ization in the homeland. Rosenrs

argument is essential ly that culture-specific socialization continues

through to the next generations.

Study ing I'lcC lel land's (l g¡¡) ach ievement syndrome wi th i ts three

components, achievement motivation, achievement values and educational

aspirations, Rosen examined differences between six ethnic groups:

French Canadians, Greeks, ltalians, Blacks, Jews and Protestants.

Significant ethnic and socioeconomic effects were found for achievement

motivation, with French Canadians, Blacks and ltal ians exhibiting the
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least motivation. For achievement value orientations, a significant

ethnic effect was found, but not a socioeconomic effect. ltalians and

French Canadians again had the lowest measure, with ltaì ians bel ieving

in littìe control over their lives and that fate determined success.

Finaì ly, for leveìs of aspirations, different orientations toward

education were evident, with ltal ians and French Canadians displaying

the ìowest aspirations. Thus, it appears that even before reaching the

educational system, chi ldren from differing ethnic backgrounds may have

been imbued wi th d i fferent standards wh i ch they i nternal i ze and wh i ch

fuel their striving for competition. ln relation to locus of control,

need ach i evement i s i nt imatel y connected to expectancy for control , wi th

belief in one's own ability to affect outcomes a necessary prerequisite

for the development of the heed to achieve (¡tcClelland, Atkinson, Clark,

6 Lowel l, 1953; Atkinson, 1958; Atkinson ô Feather, 1966).

lf an ethnic group sociaìizes its young to expect less control

relative to the majority group, this may interfere with individual

attempts to infìuence outcomes in various social settings. For example,

if a child has been told that helshe has little control over school

achievement, that child may be less Iikeìy to try to infìuence grades by

exhibiting achievement-related behaviours. Even if not expl icitly told

this for school performance, expectations may general ize from other

situations in which the child has been taught that he/she has no

control. Also, personal experiences with lack of control, which Porter

suggests certain ethnic groups in Canadian society experience, fiây

produce expectations of future uncontroìlability and reduce achievement

motivation. lf members of an ethnic group attempt to become upwardly
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mobi le through attaining higher education, but were repeatedly refused

admission to these illstitutions, they may perceive their behaviour as

i neffect i ve and cease respond i ng.

Expectations of uncontrol ìabi I ity could prove detrimental to some

chiìdren if they are unable to recognize contingent relationships

between theîr behaviours and academic achievement. Both Stipek and

t.Jeisz (1981) and Frieze (1980) stress the motivating property of

perceived control and its effect upon behaviour. Perceived control is

causally I inked to greater achievement behaviour and thus, the relation-

ship between educational attainment and perceived control is a crucial

one to assess for ethnic students who may arrive in the system at a

distinct disadvantage due to less motivation and perceived uncontrol ì-

ability.

Since the teacher is an important factor in academic development,

study of the teacher's behaviours and their effects upon student

outcomes appears to be an important focus. lt is the teacher who

interacts with students and interprets educational objectives for each

of h i s/her students. As such, the teacher may pl ay a part i cul ar I y

important role for ethnic students. Katz (lg0Ð maintains that the

teacher provides the sociaì approval that minority chiìdren lack in the

home. Consequently, the teacher serves a function for ethnic chi ldren

which the parents do not fulfi I l. Teachersr attitudes and expectations

may thus be more salient to these students as they seek some approval

for intel lectual endeavors. ln fact, in unpubl ished findings, Perry

(1984) found in studying ethnicity in the colìege classroom that ethnic

differences were significant in evaluations of, the instructor.
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Differences were found in how Engl ish, French, German, Pol ish, Ukrainian

and other ethnic students evaìuated i nstructors, suggesti ng that

instructor behaviours may be evaluated differentìy by ethnic students.

Thus, the effect of the instructor upon ethníc students is an important

issue that must be addressed.

Controì in the Col I e Classr

Effect i ve teach i nq behav i ours. Research on the effective instructor

has determined that a variety of teaching behaviours contribute to

effective instruction. Among the effective teaching behaviours,

instructor expressiveness has three advantages for further study:

l,lcKeachie, Linn, and ltlann (1971) and others (e.g., Feìdman, 1976)

describe it as an important part of effective teaching, it is a

behaviour which occurs often in a college cìassroom, and it has been

shown to directly affect student achievement (Abrami, Leventhal ê Perry,

1982i Perry, Abrami, I Leventhal, 197Ð .

Perry et al. (197Ð examined the effect of two teaching behaviours,

i nstructor express i veness and I ecture content. By systemat i ca I I y

manipulating behaviours, educational outcomes could be preciseìy

attributed to the instructor variables. lnstructor expressiveness was

characterized as a behaviouraì composite including eye contact, voice

intonation (modulation), physical movement during a ìecture, and

injections of humour. An actual psychology instructor was trained to

vary these eìements to the two extremes, thus creating a low and a high

expressive instructor. Lecture content was defined as the amount of

material covered in a lecture, and was manipulated to create a low
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content lecture presenting very I ittle relevant information for a ìater

test on the topic, and high content which presented alì of the informa-

tion required for the test. An instructor expressiveness (low, high) by

lecture content (low, high) 2 x 2 matrix ìÁ,as developed: a ìow expres-

sive/ìow content instructor, a ìow expressive/high content instructor, a

high expressive,/low content instructor, and a high expressive/high

content instructor. ln a simulated col lege cìassroom, the researchers

found instructor expressiveness to have a significant effect upon both

student achievement and student raings of the instructor (Abrami et al.,
.l982). The high expressive instructor received higher student ratings

and enhanced student achievement. This result directly related

instructor expressiveness to academic achievement as wel I as student

rat i ngs of the i nstructor.

lnstructor expressiveness can affect not onìy achievement, but also

teacher ratings, as shown in the previous study. Greater enthusiasm for

an instructor, seen in higher ratings, may affect attention to the

I ecture and fac i I i tate greater ach i evement . Express i veness appears to

be an instructor variable that has important ramifications for student

outcomes. Teaching behaviours have thus been shown to affect student

outcomes, but they may also affect the student in other ways such as in

thei r cogni tions and perceived control.

Expressiveness and perceived control. The relationshi p between

teaching behaviours and student outcomes has been discussed and now a

possible connection between teaching behaviours and studentsr perceived

control wíll be examined. lt has been suggested that students may

arrive at the classroom with differential perceptions of control, and
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this section wiìl consider the role of the teacher in affecting

students' perceived control .

ln an examination of learned helplessness in the coì lege classroom,

Perry and Dickens (.l984) manupulated both perceived controì and

instructor expressiveness to determine the effect of the instructor upon

perceived control . Subjects were exposed to ei ther a conti ngent

condition, where they answered a test that provided accurate feedback, a

noncontingent condition where test answers provided only random

feedback, or a no-feedback condition where subjects received no feedback

regarding the correctness of their anshrers. First, subjects were

exposed to the contingency manipulation, then they saw a videotaped

ìecture of either a low expressive or a high expressive instructor,

after which they l^rrote a text on the ìecture materiaì and an attribution

questionnaire. lt was found that noncontingent feedback reduced the

achievement enhancing effect of the high expressive instructor so that

students' performance was comparable for both the low and high expres-

sive instructors. Whereas instructor expressiveness has been shown to

fac i ì i tate ach i evement exposure to noncont i ngent feedback appeared to

i nterfere wi th thi s pos i tive effect (Abrami et al ., 1982) . Nonconti n-

gent feedback not only impaired the ability to benefit from the

achievement-enhancing effect of expressiveness, but also self-conf idence

and perceived control (lact< of control). That is, exposure to the

noncontingent condition reduced the self-confidence of subjects and

decreased their perceived control. The detrimental effects of noncon-

t ingent cond i t ions upon ach ievement and sel f -conf idence v,,ere not

improved by the high expressive instructor. Thus, the student experi-
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encing uncontrollabiìity was not able to take advantage of the positive

benefits of an expressive instructor. This impl ies that helpless

individuals may not be faci I i tated by effective teaching behaviours.

Perry and Dickens, like Dweck and Licht (1980) found that perceptions

of uncontrollabiìity impair some aspects of academic development. They

suggest that a ìow expressive instructor, even without the exposure to

noncontingent training, can produce feel ings of uncontrol labi I ity and

poorer achievement. Students who approach school with lower perceived

control may be particularly disadvantaged if they have low expressive

instructors. Thus, teaching behaviours may have differential effects,

depending upon students' perceived control.

A number of hypotheses are suggested from the previous research. lt

was expected that in the present study, results for expressiveness and

contingency exposure would repl icate those found by Perry and Dickens.

First, in noncont¡ngent conditions, subjects should exhibit less

perceived control than in contingent conditions, as well as reduced

i nternal locus of control. The two condi tions should not, however,

differ in their ratings of success.

When instructor expressiveness is considered, the high expressive

instructor may faci I itate greater achievement, more internal attribu-

tions and greater self-confidence in contingent subjects but should

affect only more internal attributions in noncontingent subjects. Perry

and Dickens conclude that:rrNoncontingent training appears to reduce the

students abi I ity to benefit from instructionaì variables during the

classroom simulationrr (p. 28). ln other words, â high expressive
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instructor seemed to be unable to alìeviate the deficits produced

through noncontingent training.

Ethnicitv. Littìe research has been done to examine the relationship

between student ethnicity and teaching behaviours, but an integration of

the previous findings suggests a plausibìe relationship. lt has been

hypothesized that certain ethnic groups may have greater feel ings of

uncontrol labi I ity, which would suggest they are I ike the noncontingent

subjects who display less perceived control. Given that noncontingent

subjects are unaffected by instructor expressiveness, and if ethnic

subjects are more prone to perceived lack of control, then they may aìso

be unaffected by instructor expressiveness.

For the contingent conditions it was predicted that the ethnic groups

wi I I differ in their responsiveness to expressiveness. Those who

exhibit the ìess perceived control will be unable to benefit from the

high expressive instructor despite exposure to contingent conditions.

The experience of noncontingent outcomes throughout their everyday

I ives, which one might speculate from Porterrs vertical mosaic (1965),

wi I I interfere with increased perceived control foì ìowing contingent

feedback. Hence, they will react like subjects exposed to noncontingent

feedback who do not increase their achievement or self- confidence with

a high expressive instructor. f,lore specif ical ly, it is expected that the

Chinese and Southern European subjects, even in contingent conditions,

wi I I be unaffected by expressiveness whi le the Engl ish and Ukrainian

subjects will be facilitated by expressiveness.
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Fol ì owi ng noncont i ngent feedback i t was pred i cted that ethn i c

differences would arise. The groups with less perceived control

initial ly, the Chinese and Southern Europeans, were expected to be

particuìarly incapacitated by low expressiveness. The Engl ish and

Ukrainians, however, urere not expected to show any differences between

expressiveness conditions for the noncontingent condition, fol lowing

Perry and D i cken's (l g8¡) i nteract i on. The Ch i nese and Southern

Europeans urere expected to respond to the ìow expressive/noncontingent

condition with reduced achievement and a less internal locus of

causality.

The rationale for suggesting that Chinese and Southern Europeans

should initial ly have less perceived controì relative to Engl ish and

Ukrainians fol ìows the vertical mosaic. According to Porter, the

majority groups enjoy higher status and thus more poh,er, which the

learned helplessness theory would say is internal ized as greater

perceived control. The Engl ish are certainly a majority group, and

there is an acceptance of Ukrainians in Canada due to their relatively

long history in the country. Conversely, the Chinese and Southern

Europeans have not as long a history in Canada and have thus been

allocated a lesser status relative to the other groups, which accrues

less power and should result in less perceived control than the English

and Ukrainians.
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Exper imen_gql Qeq ij¡

The present study exam i ned the effects of ethn i c i ty, cont i ngency

training, and instructor expressiveness upon student achievement and

attributions in a simuìated col lege cìassroom. The study was performed

in the university environment with university students as subjects. The

university has certain advantages in that it facilitates motivation to

succeed and is an arena for achievement competition. Contingency

training (contingent, noncontingent), instructor expressiveness (low,

high) and ethnicity (Chinese, Engì ish, Southern European, Ukrainian)

constituted the 2 x 2 x 4 design of the experiment. The strength of

identity was measured on an ethnicity questionnaire. Dependent measures

incìuded attributions to abi I ity, effort, ìuck and task difficulty for

the contingency task, as wel I as affective responses, an achievement

test based on the lecture content, and attributions for performance on

the ach i evement test, wi th affect ive responses.
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Sub i ects

The subjects were 323 nale and female introductory psychoìogy

students who received course credit for participation. Nine ethnic

groups were represented in the sample: Chinese, Engl ish, French, German,

Greek, ltalian, Jewish, Ukrainian and Yugoslavian. For the purposes of

the analysis, only Chinese, English, Greek, ltalian, Llkrainian and

Yugoslavian subjects were used, as the sample sizes of other groups were

very smal l. These ethnic groups were chosen to represent the four

distinct groups discussed in Canadian immigration accounts: the Brit¡sh,

Anglo-Celts, the Eastern European (Utcrainians), the visible minority

Asians (Chinese) , and the Southern Europeans (Greek, I tal ian, Yugoslavi-

an) . Prel iminary analyses were done to determine whether a ìarger

group, Southern European, could be formed from the ltalian, Greek and

Yugoslavian groups, and analyses on al I dependent measures showed only

two significant ethnic effects among thirty dependent measures.

Consequently, 30'l subjects were included in the analyses after the

French, German and Jewish subjects r^,ere removed due to insufficient

group size:60 Chinese, l8 English,33 Southern Europeans, and llO

Ukrainians.

The sample was composed of approximately 6O percent females and 40

percent males, with 80 percent the sample speaking English as a first

2g
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ìanguage. Among the Chinese,6S percent of the sample spoke Chinese as

a first language, !l percent of the Engl ish spoke Engì ish as a first

language,2l percent of Southern Europeans spoke their native tongue as

a first language, and only 8 percent of Ukrainians spoke Ukrainian as a

first language. Almost al I (982) of Chinese subjects claimed the same

ethnicity as both parents. 0f the English, SS percent had the same

ethnic identity as both parents. ln the Southern European sample,

percent of the fathers had the same ethnicity as subjects, and 79

percent of mothers had the same ethn i c i ty. Ukra i n i nan subj ects had the

same ethnicity as 9l percent of their fathers and 72 percent of their

mothers.

As for ethnic identification, // percent of the Chinese felt that

they had a strong ethnic identity and /8 percent thought their identity

was ¡mportant to them. Forty-nine percent of the English felt they had

a strong ethnic identity, and !l percent feìt this identity important.

Among Southern Europeans, jZ percent had a strong ethnic identity and 6J

percent felt this identity important. 0f the Ukrainian subjects,6l

percent cìaimed a strong ethnic identity and 64 percent feìt this

identity was an important one.

l'later_is !-q

Siqn-up booklets. Sign-up booklets hrere special ly-designed to ensure

the participation of a variety of ethnic groups. Four different

booklets were used, each directed at an ethnic heritage group.

lnstructions on the booklet covers specified subjects from certain

ethnic heritages: one Chinese, another Engl ish, a third cal I ing for
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Italian and the fourth Ukraininan. This procedure h,as designed to

provide a more representative sample of ethnicities across experimental

conditions than would a nonspecific procedure. Instructions on booklets

provided for either male or female subjects and four variations of

r¡persons whose ancestry is _ (Chinese, Engl ish, ltal ian, Ukraini-

an)". Thus, each of the four versions has one of the aforementioned

groups as i ts target popu I at i on.

Continqencv task. Typical ly, response-outcome contingency relation-

ships have been manipulated using various types of cognitive tasks.

Perry and Dickens (1981, 1983) utilized a fifty-item verbat aprirude

test as their contingency manipulation. This test is simi lar to the

Hi I lerrs Analogies test and Graduate Record examination in format and

consists of three sections: verbal analogies, quantitative questions and

sentence completions. Using this format, Dickens, Perry and Turcotte

(1981) found length of noncontingent exposure, varying fron 25 to 50 to

75 guestions, caused significant differences in perceived control.

Across al I lengths, noncontingent subjects felt less control over their

test performance relative to contingent subjects. 0n the basis of this

study, the medium-length,5O-item test was chosen as it provided maximal

exposure to the manipulation procedure wi thout excessive participation

t ime.

l,lultiple-choice answer sheets were specially-designed for this

contingency manipulation procedure, providing four alternatives for each

question. Feedback is provided as to whether the alternatirre chosen was

correct or incorrect. The feedback remains invisible untí I a special

marker is used to expose selected answers. Thus, immediate feedback as
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to the correctness of an answer is achieved after each question is

answered. '

Contingent and noncontingent versions of the answer sheet were

developed. Accurate feedback is provided on the contingent sheet with a

"c" properly pìaced as the result for a correct answer and anr¡xrtfor

the three other incorrect alternatives. 0n the noncontingent answer

sheets however, the feedback is not accurate. Haìf of the questions

were randomly chosen to be correct and the other half incorrect. The

rrcorrectrrquestions have a rrcrr as the feedback for all of the four

alternatives, while the 'rincorrectrr questions have an rtx¡r as the

feedback for al I four alternatives. This is characterized as a fifty
percent positive reinforcement condition. ln other words, for some

questions subjects receive arrcorrect'r response irrespective of the

actual correctness of their answer. For other questions, an'tincorrectrt

response is received irrespective of the correctness of the answer.

The use of the multiple-choice, verbal aptitude test using a group-

administered procedure was chosen due its close representation of the

cìassroom test. Perry and Dickens (1984) found the contingency

manipulation produced a very large effect upon perceived controì.

Noncontingent subjects reported less perceived control than contingent

subjects and took much less responsibility for their performance.

VJhereas cont i ngent subj ects attr i buted the i r performance to i nterna I

factors, noncontingent subjects showed a less internal locus. Taken

together, these results suggest the verbal aptitude test effectively

manipulates perceived contingencies and control labi I ity.
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ln this study, however, a muìti-ethnic popuìation was used, which may

prec I ude the aforement i oned procedure. The verba I apt i tude test

manipulation may prove an unfai r di sadvantage for subjects wi thout

Engìish as a first language. lt may prove an inherent frustration even

before the contingency manipulation takes effect. As this procedure has

typically'been used on subjects with English as a first language onìy,

its effect upon non-Engl ish is unknown. Consequentìy, the Ravens

Progressive l'ïatrices was considered as a possible alternative as it is a

more cul ture and ìanguage-free i nstrument. The conti ngency mani pul ation

would thus be achieved using a modification of the Ravens, rather than

the verbaì aptitude test to counteract possible inequal ities due to

d i fferent I anguage backgrounds.

The Ravens Progress ive ltlatr i ces i s composed of 6O p i cture-puzz les

each puzzle has a piece missing and six to eight alternatives dispìayed

below to match the pattern in the puzzles. There are five sections of

twelve puzzles each graduated in difficulty from the easiest at the

beginning of a set to the most difficult on the twelfth. Each of the

sections is also graduated in difficulty from the first to the fifth.

The test is structured so that the first question is easier than the

final question of the previous section. One puzzle is presented per

page.

Although the verbal aptitude test has been validated as a contingency

manipulation for Engl ish-speaking col ìege students, the Ravens Progres-

sive I'latrices has never been used to manipulate perceived controì.

Consequently, a pilot study was undertaken to compare the contingency

manipulation effects of the Ravens to the verbal test. The pilot study
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involved a contingency (contingent, noncontingent) by test (Ravens,

verbal) by Ianguage (Engì ish, non-Engl ish) factorial design. Subjects

were solicited with either English as a first language, or those who had

spoken Engl ish for five years or less. Eight experimental groups were

employed: two groups writing the verbal test in either contingent or

noncontingent conditions, and. two simiìar groups writing the modified

Ravens nonverbal test in either contingent or noncontingent conditions.

The nonverbal contingency manipulation was accompl ished simi larly to the

verbal test: multiple-choice answer sheets were provided with six to

eight alternatives per puzzle, each alternative providing feedback as to

whether the choice was correct (c) or incorrect (x). Feedback was

invisible until a special marker h/as used to expose the feedback,

simi ìar to Perry and Dickens' (1984) procedure.

The progressive nature of the Ravens test and differences in

diff¡culty leveìs of questions uras seen as possibly a confounding

variabìe. lf simple questions were marked wrong, as in the noncontin-

gent manipuìation, subjects may become suspicious. The verbal test had

been special ìy-constructed so that items were of comparable difficulty.

To approximate this condition, three judges chose 46 of the 60 Ravens

questions as equaì in difficulty. These questions were then randomly

distributed to el iminate any progressive nature and possible response

sets due to simi lar patterns in successive questions. Thus, the new

instrument was constructed solely for the purpose of a response-outcome

contingency manipulation and does not require val idation as an instru-

ment measuring intel I igence.
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Subjects were randomly assigned to conditions and required to take

the contingency manipuìation, to ansþrer a post-contingency guestionnaire

and finalìy to answer a funnel-type post-experimentaì questionnaire.

0n the cont i ngency task quest i onna i re, attr i but i ons were made to the

control felt over test performance (l=no control, lO=total controì), how

successful subjects fel t about the test resul t (l=unsuccessfuì,

IO=successful), attributions of the extent ability, effort, test

difficulty and luck determined their performance (l= not at al l,

l0=total ly), and affective measures of confidence, helpìessness,

competence and other emotions measured along ten-point scales. The

post-experimental questionnaire determined how the subjects feìt about

the test (l=not good at al l, 1o=good) , to ì^rhat they attr ibuted this

feeling (their ability, the test, the experimenter, the anshrer sheet),

and if English had been spoken for five years or ìess. Finaìly, a

funnel-type procedure was employed to determine subjectsr bel iefs about

the purpose of the test and their suspiciousness. This was followed by

a complete debriefing to end the 65 minute experimental session.

Two versions of the answer sheet hrere constructed for the nonverbal

test to provide for either contingent or noncontingent feedback. The

contingent answer sheet contained accurate feedback as to the correct-

ness of response alternatives, whi le the noncontingent answer sheet

provided 50 percent reinforcement similar to that on the noncontingent

verbal answer sheet. Noncontingent questions were randomly selected and

assigned to contain either all correct feedback (all c,s) or all

incorrect feedback (all x's). The verbal answer sheets were those

previously used by Perry and Dickens (1984) to manipulate perceived

control.
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As the procedure used by Perry and Dickens used Engl ish-onìy

subjects, this comparative anaìysis of the pi ìot data (Bol lman, 1984)

will include only English subjects. The purpose of the procedure is to

manipulate perceived control, and an anaìysis of variance (ANOVA) of

contingency training (contingent, noncontingent) by test (verbaì,

nonverbal) shows contingency to have a significant effect upon perceived

controì , F (1,I I (9)=8. ì0, P<.0ì. Examining Tabìe l, it is evident that

subjects exposed to noncontingent feedback feel lessin control than those

in the contingent condition. A significant contingency by test

interaction, F (t, t t9¡ =6.21, p<.0.|, however, guâl ifies this effect: a

Bonferroni multiple comparison with 6 comparisons at ö(= .O! and with a

critical t-value of 2.68 found that only for the nonverbal test does the

ef f ect of contingency upon perceived controì exist ( t(l lÐ=3.7Ð . For

perceived success, the ANOVA reveals an interaction between contingency

and test type, f(l,ll9)=9.12, p<.01 (see table 2). A Bonferroni t-test

was computed for the six comparisons with a critical t-value=2.68 and

g{.05. The onìy significant comparison was between the verbal and

nonverbal tests in the contingent condition ( t=3.78), whereby the

nonverbaì test subjects felt more successful than the verbal test

subjects. Affective reactions to test performance for how encouraged,/

discouraged, how proud/ashamed and how helpless/confident subjects

revealed significant interaction effects for contingency by test,

F (1,.l19)=7.16, p<.01, F (t, t t9¡ = 'l0.70, p<.OOl, and F (1,1.l9) =5.21, p<.0ì

respectively.

I'lultiple analyses of variance and discriminant function analysis were

performed on the attribution profíle made up of ability, effort, test
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Table l: Means and standard devfatfons for pÍlot study contingency Èask

measures

Perce i ved
Cont rol

M

SD

Pencetved
Success

Ability
determíned

SD

Effort
determined

Difficulty
deEermined

M

SD

Luck
determÍned

SD I .80 1.69 2,06

3.54

2.L2 2.34

3.91 s. 14

2.34 2.32

4.7r 3.4s

2.s4, . 2.09

M

SD

rbal Task Nonverbal Task

ConÈingent Non contin t Continsent Noncontln¡tent

Eng Noriéng Eng Noneng Eng Noneng Eng Nonêng

5.48 5.32 6.2s 6.29

2.53

6. l0 3.87 3.42

2.23 2.37 1.54 3 .2L 2 "90 2.68

4.26 3.00 5.32 5 .50 6.29 6.70 5 .03 3.7s

2.0t2.42 2.O9 2.15 r.4s 2.05 2.87 2 .24

4 .84 2.96 4.70 4. B0 s.69 4.32

4.s0

2.32

2.74 L.97 2.54 1.85 1.83

5. 16 5.35 6.09

M 5.74

2.26

5.61

2.BL

4.32

2.49

M 3.43

r.83

2 .00

r.73

4.88

2.44

2.91

2. t3

s.91 4.78 s.30 s.30 s.26

z.LB 2,58 2.44 L.26 2.O9

M 2.16 4 .00 1 .77 1 .22 2 .17

SD t.82 2.03 1.70 l.st 2.37

I .95

r.76
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Table l: Means and standard devfaÈÍons for pilot study conEfngency rask

measures

Verbal Task Nonverbal Task

Contingent Noncontlnsent Cont l-nsenÈ Noncontlnqent

Eng Noneng Eng Noneng Eng Noneng Bng Noneng

Feel
(proud/ashqmed )

M 4.29 3.50 s.67 6. 13 6.60 4.70 3.92

sD 2.25 r .57

5.48

2.O3

Motívated
(mot i vatcdzunmot luoted !M s .42 4.67 5 .23 6.50

sD 2.14 2.61 2.54 t.62

Competence
(compete nl t ínconpete nt )

M 5.52 5. 33

SD 1.93 2.19

r.23 2.06 2.67 2.52

5.87

2.46

s. t0

5.70

3.47

5.03

2.39

5. 10

2.72

5. r3

2.54

I .88

s.50

L.243.5I

6. 13 5.70

2 .80 2 .79

Helpless
(helplesezccnffdent)

M 5.48 5 .67

SD 1.93 1.83 1.80

SD 2.06 2.07 I .80

6.06

1.67

6.3s

5.92

2.19

6.58

1.31

6.75

I .48

3.67

1.97

6. 16

2.81

5.42

2.43

4,92

2. L5

Encouraged
(encouraged/discourcged) _ ^M - 4.39 4.42 5.03 5.97 7.LO

2.32 2.56

4.s7

2.27
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Table 1: Means and standard devlatlons for pllot study contfngency t,ask

measures

Verbal Task Nonverbal Task

Contingent Noncontlngent onC insent NonconÈlngent

Eng Noneng Eng Noneng Eng Noneng Eng Noneng

5. s0

Abllitv

M

SD

Effort

M

SD

Difficulty

M

SD

Aptitude
tesE score

5. 13

2 .47

4 .83

2.04

6. t0 5.58

r. B32.40

5.84 6 .50

2.LB 1.62

s.83

1.95 2.78

6.48 7.67 6.35 4.30 7,20

2.53 I .30 2.63 3.83 2.34

3.90 6.00

6 .58

r.59

5.97

r.91

38.7 4

8.7 4

6 .50

1.31

31 .08

7.20

6. B1

1.92

4.68

I .81

47 .29

8.79

7 .50

2.O7

2. L3 L .62

4.00

2.56

6.25

3. L4

4.83

I .95

M

SD

37.t6 33.75

8. Bl 4.31

5t.00

6.46

47.r7 44.33

7.29 11.97

n 3l T2 3r T2 31 10 30 T2
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Table 2: ANOVAS for pllot study task measures (Engllsh only)

Source

P¡nce i-ved
UONETOI

Contlngency

Tes t

ContÍngency x TesE

Error

Percê úued
Success

Contingency

Test

Contingency x Test

Error

Feel
f,¡'ra.udloshomed)

*corrrtngency

Test

Contingency x Test

Error

Motfvated
(no t I vatedzunmot Í votcd )

Contlngency

Tes t

Contlngency x Test

Error

Competence
(caøpetcntz t nconpetent )

Contlngency

Test

Cont.Íngency x TesE

Error ¿

B. t7

0.52

3. 19

B. r7

0.52

3. 19

s.69

SS

51.36

3.2t+

39.34

7s4.37

0.07

26.02

44.95

586.32

0 .43

B.5s

52.86

587.9 r

677 .42

r.78

0.95

19.12

64s . B0

df FMS

I

I

t

51.36

3.24

39.34

6.34

0.07

26.02

44.9s

4.93

0.43

8.55

52.86

4.94

r. 78

0.95

19.12

5.43

B. l0*'k

o.57

6.zLr,t

0.01

5.28

9 , Lzxru.

0 .09

r.73

10.70***

1.44

0.09

0.56

0.33

0. lB

119

I

I

I

119

I

I

1

r19

I

1

t

119

I

I

I

119

3.52
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, Table 2: ANOVAS for pflot study task measures (Engllsh only)

Source

Helpless
(helelesszcanfident)

Contingency

Test

Contingency x Test

Error

Encouraged

( encourc 9ed/d iscosrcaed)
Contlngency

Test

Contingency x Test

Error

Abillty

Contingency

Tes E

Contingency x Test

Error

Effort

Contlngency

Test

Contingency x Test

Error

Dtfflcult

Contingency

Tes t

Contfngency x Test

Error

MSSS df

0. l9

2.28

27.7r

5.32

4,39

9.56

32.18

4.49

0. 16

2.7 4

58.47

4.99

16.20

9 .80

10.95

3.58

F

0 .04

0.43

5.21

0.98

2. t3

7 .26***

0.03

0.55

11 . 73*tr*

0.19

2.28

27.71

632.50

4.39

9.56

32.T8

534.66

0. 16

2.74

58.47

s93.37

Lt.67

7 .29

I.6r

730.3s

L6.20

9. B0

10.95

425,94

I

t

I

119

I

I

I

ll9

I

I

I

tt9

I

I

I

tt .67 1.90

7.29 l. 19

r .6r 0,26

6.14tl9

I

I

I

'1r.52

2.7 4

3.06

119

i'lli,. 1..Ïl.llv;-;'ìi,i, ^' .,: l',.'ì/ii';¡'i''iË"0\ [-ißlTARtË$
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Table 2: ANOVAS for pllot study task measures (Englleh only)

Aptitude
test score

Source

Contlngency

Test

Contlngency x Test

Error

dfSS FMS

16.32

2645.83

22.32

8478.68

I

1

I

16.32

264s.83

22.32

7 r.25

0.23

37. l3***

0.3r

"*t9.01
rtrt:tg . 001

r19
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difficulty and ìuck. A significant contingency effect was revealed,

F (4,128)=3.18, p<.01, and the discriminant function anaìysis demonstrat-

ed a function composed of strong loadings on ability and effort, the

internal attributions, and luck an external attribution. Structure

correlations and z-weights urere shown to be: abil ity, .31+9 (.709) ;

effort, .621+ (.802); rask diff iculty, .133 (.35Ð; ìuck, -.\93 (-.410).

Group centroids for contingent (5.12) and noncontingent 13.60) show

contingent subjects to base their attributions more on the internal

attributions and the noncontingent subjects to attribute more to ìuck,

less to internal attributions relative to the contingent group.

The results of the pilot study indicate that the nonverbal instrument

does effectively manipulate perceived control. The criteria used to

assess the effectiveness of the nonverbal instrument are those cited by

Perry and Dickens (lg8¡) as the results of contingency manipuìation:

noncontingent subjects feel ìess in control, no success effect arises so

that both groups feel as successful, and contingent subjects reveal a

more internal locus attr ibutional pattern than noncontingent subjects.

Thus, the nonverbal instrument passes the control requirement. As for

success, no significant success effect resulted, which does agree with

Perry and Dickensrfindings: differences between the two groups should

not be due to feelings of success, but due to feelings of uncontroìl-

ability independent of the effect of reinforcement. The final criterion

was the more internal attribution profile of contingent subjects, which

both texts showed. Thus, overall the nonverbal test proved to be as

successful as the instrument employed by Perry and Dickens at contingen-

cy manipulation based upon the criteria used by the authors to assess
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their own instruments. The added advantage of the nonverbal instrument

is that since language is not used as the medium for presentation, it

may be more fair for people without English as a first language. Based

on these results, the nonverbal task was used in the major study.

Videotaped lectures. Two coìour videota ped lectures on the topic

repression were used. They differed systematicaì ly in the degree of

expressiveness (low, h¡gh) exhibited. lnstructor expressiveness was

manipulated by varying instructor's voice inflection and eye contact,

physical movement, and humour, with the low and high expressiveness

representing the th/o extremes of these behaviours. This manipulation

has been val idated (Abrami, Leventhal E Perry, 1982; Dickens, Perry ê

Turcotte, 198.l; Perry, Abrami ê Leventhal, 1979; Perry ê Dickens, .|983)

i n that students cons i stentl y rate the h i gh express ive i nstructor more

favourably than the ìow expressive instructor. Perry et al. (lglÐ also

showed the high expressive instructor to faci I itate higher achievement,

a result found in Abrami et al.'s (1982) meta-analysis as well. This

result is qual ified by a contingency by expressiveness interaction

discussed in Perry and Dickens. High lecture content videotapes were

chosen to provide maximum achievement potential, as Abrami et al. found

the content or amount of information presented in the ìecture had a

substantial impact upon student achievement.

Dependent measures. Dependent measures included the contingency task

attribution questionnaire (Appendix B), an achievement test and a

post-ìecture attribution questionnaire, an achievement test anci a

post-lecture attribution questionnaire. The contingency task question-

naire was the same as that used in the pilot study described earlier
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with attributions made to the control felt over test performance, how

successful subjects felt about the test result, attributions of the

extent abi I ity, effort, task difficulty and luck determined test

performance, and affective measures of conf idence/helplessness,

pr i de,/shame, encouraged/d i scouraged, mot i vated/unmot i vated and compe-

tent/incompetent, aì ì measured on ten-point scales.

The achievement test was a multiple-choice test of lecture content

from the videotape to determine retention, attention to and comprehen-

sion of the material. Answers were recorded on a computer-scored answer

sheet. No feedback as to the correctness of responses r^Jas given. The

post-lecture attribution questionnaire involved the same ten-point

quest i ons used i n the cont i ngency task quest i onna i re, but wi th an

emphasis on the achievement test. A question asking how much achieve-

ment performance could be attributed to the ínstructor (l=not at aì1,

lO=entír:eìy) was also included. See Appendix C for this questionnaire.

Ethnici ty questionnai re. After the experimental manipulations and

an ethn i c i ty quest i onna i re was

at the end of the session was

designed to prevent response bias, experimental hypothesis-learning and

any more suspiciousness than may have already been triggered by the

sign-up procedure. Subjects were not accustomed to being asked their

ancestral heritage in signing up for an experiment. Normal ly, they

simply place their names and phone numbers in the sign-up booklet which

usually specifies English as a first language and somet¡mes a specific

gender. Administration of this questionnaire after the experiment

reduces the I ikel ihood that subjects would correctly perceive ethnicity

dependent measures were completed,

wr i tten. I nc I us i on of th i s measure
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as the independent variabìe and respond, with ethnicity particularly

sal ient in their minds, try ing to vaì idate a hypothesis.

The ethnicity questionnaire determined ethnicity, generation as a

Canadian, and fol lowed by other questions rated on ten-point scales

questioning certain aspects of identity retention and other demographic

factors. As weìl as own ethnic identity, parentsr ethnic identities

were determi ned. Strength of the ethnic identi ty and i ts importance

urere questioned, as well as questions about language fluency and usage.

Èlaintenance of ethnic traditions and the I ikel ihood of intermarriage

were tapped, as well as parentsr educational attainment and occupations.

At the beg i nn i ng of the quest i onna i re, the i nstruct i ons stressed that

subjects were free not to answer questions they found objectionable,

that the information was anonymous and woulcl be held in strictest

confidence. See Appendix D for this questionnaire.

P r ocedu re

The experiment consisted of four parts: the contingency task and

related aptitude questionnaire, the lecture presentation on videotape

and achievement test u/i th post-lecture questionnai re, the ethnici ty

guestionnaire, and final ly an extensive debriefing. Contingent and

noncontingent subjects both participated in all phases of the study' as

did al I ethnic groups.

Subjects were sol icited using the sign-up booklets that identified

only session date and time, and were thus subjects were seìf-assigned to

conditions. which were randomly assigned to session times. Upon
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arrival at the experimental room, subjects were instructed that the

purpose of the experiment was to study the university environment in

order to generate improvements in the educational system. This

explanation was designed to elicit the attention and interest in the

outcome of the experiment. They were then given the contingency task

manipulation, with the test described as an aptitude intel I igence

measure, which took approximately 30 minutes. The aptitude test

attribution questionnaire followed completion of the contingency

manipulation task.

ln the second phase of the experiment, contingent and noncontingent

subjects watched the coloured videotape of either a low or a high

expressive instructor, which was followed by the achievement test on the

lecture material and then the post-lecture questionnaire regarding test

performance. Final ly, after this was completed, the ethnicity question-

naire u/as written, and the session finished with a debriefing and

question period. lt is important to note that the subjectsr names were

required on al I materials to heighten the sal ience of achievement

performance on all measures. ln the debriefing, however, it was fully

explained that names would not be used and the purpose of this procedure

was descr i bed.

Analvsis

For the attribution questionnaire following the contingency manipula-

tion task, a composite was developed, forming an attribution profi le.

Previous work by Perry and Dickens (1984) has shown an internal locus

profi le of the four attributions is formed via discriminant analysis.
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Consequently, multivariate analysis of variance (¡4AN0VA) was performed

compar i ng the ethn i c groups and cont i ngency groups on the attr i but i ona I

composite. The attribution profile consisted of the responses to how

much abil ity, effort, task difficulty and ìuck determined the perform-

ance. Other measures in the questionnaire were treated with anaìysis of

var i ance (ANOVA) .

The post-lecture attribution questionnaire was analyzed similarly to

the contingency questionnaire: ¡1ANOVA on the attribution profi le,

fol ìowed by ANOVAs on other measures including the achievement test

score. After the muìtivaríate tests on the attributions had been

completed, discriminant analyses were performed on the contingency by

expressiveness interaction, forming group centroids which were later

tested in multiple comparisons using Bonferroni !-tests using Dunn's

(ì961) critical vaìues of the multiple comparison test. This procedure

was used fol I owi ng Harr i s' (197Ð content i on that the Bonferron i i s a

more powerfuï tool than the Scheffe !-test, with advantage that both

control for level of Type I error accross multipìe comparisons. The

purpose of these comparisons was to reveal whether Perry and DickensI

contingency by expressiveness interaction is consistent for alì groups.



RESULTS

Experimental Desiqn

This experiment involved a two-phase procedure: the contingency task

manipulation and the classroom simulation. The contingency task phase

used the nonverbal manipulation of perceived control based on the

resul ts of the pi ìot study. The task phase i nvolved a conti ngency

training (contingent, noncontingent) by ethnicity (Chinese, Engl ish,

Southern European, Ukra i ni an) 2 x \ factor i aì des i gn wi th dependent

measures includ¡ng attributions for test performance as well as

performance and affective measures. ln examining these measures, the

effects for the English-only will be examined first to determine whether

Perry and Dickensr contingency task results were repl icated. Then, an

overall analysis of contingency effects for the whoìe sarnple will be

considered, fol lowed by an examination of the ethnicity hypothesis, that

i s, d î fferences i n perceived control by ethni c i ty

The classroom simuìation phase involved a contingency training

(contingent, noncontingent) by ethnicity (Chinese, Southern European,

Ukrainian) by instructor expressiveness (low, high) 2 x \ x 2 factorial

design, with dependent measures including: post-lecture achievement test

performance: attributions for the achievement test, and affective

measures simi lar to those on the contingency guestionnaire. The

achievement test was based on the lecture material. The ethnicity

\9
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hypothesis of possibìe ethnic differences in response to expressiveness

will be studied.

I n the report i ng of resul ts, for the cont i ngency tra i n i ng task the

.0.l level of significance was adopted, as the purpose of this section

was for a str i ngent test of the cont i ngency man i pul at i on. For report i ng

of any ethnic effects, it was important that clear differences be

evident. Since the nonverbal procedure is a new manipulation, it was

felt that this test shouìd be conservative. For post-lecture results,

however, as the effectiveness of the expressiveness manipulation has

been clearly articulated (Abrami et al, 1982i Dickens et al, 198ì¡ Perry

et al, 1979; Perry E Dickens, 1983; Perry E Dickens, 1984) and document-

êd, it was felt that the .05 level of significance would be sufficient

to test for ethnic effects. Typical ìy, the strength of the expressive-

ness variable has tended to dominate in comparison with the effects of

other i ndependent var i ab I es.

Prel iminary analyses on the strength of ethnicity variable revealed

only sporadic, weak resuìts. One-way analyses of variance of strength

of ethnic identity for all dependent variables in both phases of the

study revealed no significant effects. A reanalysis including the

strength variable with ethnicity and contingency in the contingency task

results sti I I showed no significant effects or interactions. For the

post-lecture results, however, âgâin though strength never proved to be

a significant main effect, it d¡d interact with ethnicity and expres-

siveness to affect how much ability people assess themselves to have for

the test, .[.(3,269¡=4.01, p<.01. Similarly, when asked how discouraged/

encouraged they felt by the test result, strength had two significant
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interactions¡ ethnicity by strength, F(3,26J)=3.93, p<.01, and contin-

gency by expressiveness by strength, f (3,26Ð=7.\3, p<.01. Though these

interactions are interesting, the lack of other results makes the

incìusion of the variable in further analyses far less compelling, and

thus this variable was omitted from later anaìyses.

Cont i nqency Task

Enql ish-only repl ication. The purpose of the contingency manipula-

tion was to affect perceived control. Nonverbal contingency analyses

with the Engl ish population, with the means and standard deviation shown

in Table 3, indicate a highly significant effect of contingency training

upon perceived control, F (1,)6)=37.67, p<.00.l, and perceived success,

F (l,96) =l 1.54, p<.00.l, wi th conti ngent subjects feel ing more i n controì

and more successful. ANOVA results are shown in Tabìe 4.

Hultivariate and discriminant analyses were performed on the

attribution profi le of how much abi I ity, effort, task difficulty and

luck determined test performance. For these Engl ish subjects, the

I'IANOVA results for the attribution prof ile show a contingency training

ef f ect, F (4,9Ð=7,76, p<.OOl, which was probed with a discriminant

function analysis, with the results shown in Table 5. Structure

correìations and z-weights of the attributions were: abi I ity,

.715(.558)i effort, .638(.\32); task diff icuìty, -.039(-.zg¡); luck,

-.595ç.527). As for previous results, the contingent subjectsl

centroici 3.82) showed a more internal locus than the noncontingent

subjectsr centroid (1.36). Contingent subjects attribute more to

abi I ity and effort, and less to Iuck than noncontingent subjects. As
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Table 3: Means and standard devlatlons for nonverbal contlngency task measures

(English-onlY)

Contlnsent Noncontlngent

Peece i ved
Control

7 .O5 4.30

SD 1.72 2.70

Perce i ved
Success

5.73 4.23

2.08 2.27

Abfltty
determined

5.73

2.26

3.84

2.34

Effort
determlned

6.25 4.63

2.2.9
SD 2.15

Dtf f icul-ty
determlned

5.27

2.r4

5.37

Luck
deter¡nlned

1.11 2.40

2.17

M

M

SD

M

SD

M

M

SD
2.30

M

¿

SD I .61
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Table 3: Means and standard devfatlons for nonverbal conÈlngency task measures

( English-only )

Contf t Noncontingent

Feel
(proud/o.shq,rned )

M 5 .84 4.93

1. BB r.72

Motlvated
(not f vqted/unmot i. vated)

M 6.T6 4.56

2.09 1.92

Competence
( comp etentz í nconeetent)

M 6.29 s.5B

SD 2.LL 1.76

SD

SD

Helpless
Çhetpless/confIdent)

n 6.40

SD 2.13

Encouraged
(encouro g ed/ d I s cou raged )

M 5.BO

SD 2.28

052

5 .00

4,35

I .95
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Table 3: Means and standard devfations for nonverbal contfngency task measures

(Engllsh-only)

Continsent Noncon tinsent

Ablltcy

M

SD

Effort

Dtfftcult

Expected
succegs

Aptitude
test score

6.69

l. 69

6.09

2.L5

6.84

1.36

4.65

2.r7

s .81

1.91

37.26

7.52

M

SD

M

SD

7.25

l. 70

M

SD

M

SD

3. 89

1.99

6.07

I .91

39. l3

s.94

n 55 43
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Table 4: ANOVAS for nonverbal contlngency task measures (Engtfsh-only)

Source df MSss

Pence i
Contro

Perce í ved
Success

Feel

Contingency

Error

Contingency

Error

tB2. B0

465.91

53.92

448.58 96

19 81

314.32 96

62.20

390.13 96

L2.L5

371 . 81 96

47 .30

42L.20 96

50.82

440.57

F

182. B0 37 .67r<**

4 .8s

53.92

4.67

I I . 54tßtr?t

19 .81

3.27

6.05

62.20 15.31***

4.06

12. 15 3.14

3.87

47 .30 10.78***

4.39

50.82 I I .07***

edv
1

I

96

I

(hetplsss/GonfÍdent)
Contingency

Error

Mo tivated

I

(mot tvo,teótunrnot i voted )
ContíngencY

Error

Competence
(compete n! I í ncoeipet en{ )

Contíngency

Error

Hel less
( he t p lss5/ con{ í derrt )

ContlngencY

Error

Encouraged
(encouno gcd/ dtscounoged)

Contfngency

I

I

I

I

Error 96 4.s9
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Table 4: ANOVAS for nonverbal contingency task measures (Engllsh-only)

Ab111tv

Effort

Difftcult

ExpecEed
success

Aptftude
test score

Source

Contlngency

Error

Contlngency

Error

Contingency

Error

Contingency

Error

Contingency

Error

SS

B. 63

347 .37

MSdf

I

F

2.38

r.72

3.26

0.44

r .89

**P .01

***P.001

4.20

234.30

I3 .95

411 . 11

L.62

350.22

84.52

4282.30

I

96

96

96

8.63

3.62

4.20

2.44

13.95

4.28

1.62

3.6s

84.52

44.61

1

I

96

I

96
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Table 5: MANOVA, meana and dlscrimfnant funcË1on analyees of contfngency

task attributlons (Engltsh only)

Means

Abillty

Bffort
Task
dffficulty

Luck

Source

Contingency

Attrlbutfon Proffle

Abflfty

Effort

Task difficulty

Luck

55

MANOVA

Discriminan! A4glysts

z-vteLshts

.5s8

.432

-.283

-.527

Group Centrolde

Nonconti

43

F(4,93)= 7.76*** 2 B ( .ool

Contf t

st,rucLure correlatfons

.7 L5

.638

-.039

-.595

Contfngent

NonconEingent

3.82

¡

s.73 3.84

4.636.25

5.375.27

2.401.11

1.36
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inspection of results for English subjects showed a replication of

previous research resuìts, we will now examine the resuìts including aìl

subj ec ts .

Genqral continoencv effects. A contingency training (contingent,

noncontingent) by ethnicity (Chinese, Engl ish, Southern European,

Ukrainian) ANOVA was performed on the perceived control and perceived

success measures, with the success measure included to assess whether

reinforcement differences between contingent and noncontingent subjects

were confounding the contingency manipulation. The means and standard

deviations of perceived control and success for the entire sampìe are

presented in Table 6. Analysis of variance results reveal contingent

subjects feel more in control than noncontingent subjects,

t (1,29Ð=72.90, p<.001. For the perceived success measure, contingency

training was again significant, F (ì ,293)=31.33, p<.001, with contingent

subjects feel ing more successful. ANOVAS for these measures are shown

in Table 7.

tlultivariate and discriminant analyses of the attribution profile

showed a significant contingency training effect. F (4,290)=l 1.98,

p<.00.l, and in the discriminant function (laUle 8), the structure

correlations and z-weights r¡rere3 abil ity, .72\ (.516); ef fort,

.688(.1+98); task diff iculty, -.019(-.280); luck, -.579 (-.481). The

contingent group centroid (3.89), compared to the noncontingent group

centroid (2.02) revealed that the contingent subjects have a more
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Table 6: Means and standard devlatlons for contlngency Èask measures

Contlngent Noncon tlnPent

ft666¿iveo

SD

Psr
Þuc

ce ived
CESS

M

SD

5.6 r

2.09

Ablltty
determined

M 6.19

SD 1.51

effort
determl-ned

6. r6

1.68

Difficulty
determfned

M 5.03

SD 2.15

Luck
determined

M 2.03

Chine Eng

6.4s 7.05

1.721.96

6.28 7 .27

1.99 1.55

4.78

2.41

6,16

I .43

4.72 6.27

2.19 t.77

5.78

2.L8

1.28 1.25

S Eur Ukr Chlne Eng S Eur Ukr

M 4.4s

2.ro

4.24

2.26

4.76

2.06

4.90

L.52

2.69

r .98

4.30

2.70

4.23

2.27

3. 84

2.34

4.63

2.40

4.73

2.37

3.93

r.53

4.93

2.05

5.20

I .66

2.00'

t.5t

3. B1

2.83

3 .98

2.10

3. B3

2.45

4.69

2.L8

2.76

M

SD

5.73

2 .08

s.73

2.26

6.25

2.15

5.27

2.r4

6.39

2.29 2.29

4.89 5 .29 4.93 s .37 5.47 4.86

2.40 2.29 1 .85 2.30 r . 88 2 .26

SD r .89

r.11

l.6l 2.16 L.67 2.r7 2.53
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Table 6: Means and sÈandard deviatlons for contingency t.aek measures

Continsent Noncontin sent

4.22 5.90

2.t8 2.09 2 -78 2.23

(cornpetent / [ ncomeetent )
5. Bl 6.29

Feel
GFõud¡osho.med)

M 5.65

SD

Motivated
(mot f vqted/unoott voted)

M 5.7r 6.16

SD

Competence

M

SD z.OL 2.Il

SD 1.92 2.28

4.59

1.86

4.56 5.00

1.92 1.60

6.88 5.4r 5.58 5.47

1. 70 r.76 1.76 1.25

6.94

1.74

4 .97 5.00 4 .40

6.27

2.O7

4.31 4.35 3.87 3.69

2.r9 1.95 t.5l 2.47

Chlne Eng S Eur Ukr Chine Eng S Bur Ukr

s.84 5.00 6.29 4.45 t+ .93 3.87 4 .29

1.99 l. B7 2.O3 1.42 z.LB r.72 r.68 2.04

6.06

2.13

s.06

2.24

r.82 2.O5 1.64

5.00

2.36

s .58

2.00

s.02

2.33

Helpless
(heIp[çs:5./corl €ídent)

M 6.32 6.40 6.28

SD 1.70 2.13 2.lr

Encouraged
( encounc Acá / d t scounaged )

M 6.10 5.80
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Table 6: Means and standard devfaÈions for contingency task measures

Contingent NonconÈln t

Chine Eng S Eur Ukr Chfne Eng S Bur Ukr

6.09 5 .47

Abílitv

M

SD

Effort

M

6.52 6.69

l .39 1.69 1.00 2.15 1.Bl

6. 13 7 .25 6 . L7 6.80 6. 38 6 .84 6 .20 7 .34

6.50

1.62

36.67

7 .5L

7.00 5. 10

I .50

4.76

2.0L 1.91

37 .26

7 .52

5.20

t.6l

5.87

0.92

37 .27

5.56

6. l9

I. 88

4.98

L.92

5.4r

2.08

36. l5

6.99

SD

Difficult

M

SD

Expected
success

M 5.45

SD 2.00

Aptitude
test score

M 36.87

SD B. 86

2.22 t. 70

6.07

1.91

39. 13

5.94

1.92 1.80

2.Og 1.58 1.74 1.36 1.74 I.65

4.06 3.80 4.22 4.25 4.55 4.65

1.95 1.99 2.2r L.7s t-72 2.17

5 .44 6.08 5.81

40.o4 32.4L

4 .96 10.36

n 3r 55 18 5l 29 43 15 59
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Table 7: A¡IOVTAS for contingency task measures

SS

2.20

356.90

34.04

L434.4r

r3. l8
129 .7 |
14.56

L2r3.O2

19 .48

30.49

35. 19

1369.17

16.62

33.65

9.86

1056 .06

df MS

0. 73

3s6 .90

11 .35

4.90

4.39

r29.7r
4.85

4.14

8.22

102.95

5.7 L

3.48

6.49

30.49

11 .73

4.67

5.54

33.6s

3.29

3.60

4 .06

t6t.1s
L.75

4.03

0. 15

72.90*x*

2.32

1.06

3I. 33**¡t

T.L7

2.36

29.60***
r.64

r.39

6.53***
2.51

1.54

9 . 34r(*rk

0.91

1,

I .01

40.02**tr

0,44

FSource

Perce i ved
Control

Erhnlc

Contlngency

Ethnicity x Contín

Error

Fcrce i ved
Success

Ethnic

Contíngency

EEhnictÈy x Contln

Error

3

I
3

293

293

3

I
3

3

I
3

3

I
3

Feel
(-FFïru(za shamed)'

üt{rntc 24.65

Contingency I02,95

EthniciÈy x contín L7.I3

Error f019.01

I

3

I
3

293

3

I
3

293

Motivated
(öot I vot EÉlr$tno t i voted )

Contfngency

Ethniclty x Contln

Error

CompeÈence
cËañ¡retim I / i nc omee t e n t )

EÈhnic

ContlngencY

EthnicitY x Contin

Error 293

É/conf f dent )
Erhntc L2.L9

Contingency 161. 15

EthnfclÈy x Contin 5.26

Error f179.96

Helpl-ess
CTrëtìr.fæ

293
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Table 7: ANOVAS for contingency task measures

Source SS

Erhnic L2.55

Contlngency 183. 87

Ethnfcíty x Contln 21.83

Error 1370.83

df

3

I

3

293

4. rB

lB3. B7

7.28

4.68

9.30

55.74

2.16

2.77

14.73

0 .60

4 .00

2.95

3.22

32.67

0.47

3.73

8.97

5 .40

3.09

3.65

190.98

346.33

62.86

51.55

FMS

Encouraged

Abilltv

Effort

Ethnic

Contingency

Ethnfc x Contfn

Error

Ethníc

Contingency

Ethnlcity x Contin

Error

27.90

s5.74

6 .48

8r2.99

44.20

0.60

1r.99

864 .7 7

293

0.89

39 .30:t*'t

1.55

3. 3s

20 .09***
0. 78

4.99x*

0.20

I .35

0 .86

B. 75***

0.r2

2.46

r .48

0. 85

3. 7lr,t
6.72rr*

1.22

3

I
3

293

3

I
3

3

1

3

Difficult

Expected
success

Erhnic

Contlngency
I .,

Ethnlcity x Contfn

Error

9.6s

32.67

1.40

LO94.34 293

Erhnic

Contingency

EthnlcÍty x ContÍn

Error

26.92

s.40

9.28

1069 .31

3

t
3

293

Aptltude
t,est score

Erhntc 572,95

Contlngency 346.33

Brhniclty x contin 188.59

Error 15f03.30

*rrg(.01

3

I

3

293

***^ /rìn I
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Table 8: HANQVA, means and dlscrl-mfnant functlon analyses of contÍngency

task att.rfbuÈlons

Contl

Means

ent Noncontfn t

Abili ty

Effort

Task
difficul ty
Luck

n 153 L46

MA.NOlf¡A

Source

Contingency F(4,29O)= 11.98*t(* 1p( .OOl

Attrlbutlon Profile

Abtl-tty

Effort

Task dlfflculty

Luck

Dlsc rl-minant Analvsfs

z-weights

. 516

.498

-.280

-.481

Group Centrofds

ContingenE 3.89

struccure correlations

.724

.688

-.019

-.579

4.335.72

6.14 4. 85

5. 16E t1

2.46r.42

¡

Noncontfngent 2.O2
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internal locus orientation characteristic of this function, whereas

noncontingent subjects appear ìess internaì in their attributions.

Contingent subjects tend to rate abi I ity and effort, internal attribu-

tions, as greater determinants of their performance and luck as

contr i but i ng I ess to the i r performance than noncont i ngent subj ects. See

Tab I e I for these resu I ts .

Affective measures showed a consistent effect of contingency, with

conti ngent subjects feel i ng more proud, F (l ,293)=29.60, p<.OOl ,

motivated, F (l ,293)=6,53, p<.001, competent, F (ì ,293)=9.34, p<.ool,

conf ident, F (1,293)=40.02, p<.001, and encouraged, F (1,293)=39.30,

p<.001.

Ethnic h t ES For the perceived control measure, ethnicity and

the interaction between ethnicity and contingency training had no effect

upon perceived control, as seen in Table 7. Simiìarly, the perceived

success measure showed neither significant ethnic nor interaction

effects wi th contingency.

Huìtivariate anaìyses on the attr¡bution profile showed no signifi-

cant ethnicity or contingency training by ethnicity interaction effects.

When asked how much effort they felt they expended on the test, an

ethn¡c effect was significant, F(3,293)=\.99, p<.0ì: English and

Ukrainian subjects felt they had tried harder than the Chinese and

Southern Europeans reported. The actuaì test scores showed a signifi-
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cant ethnic effect, F(3,293)=3./1, p<.01. llultipìe t-tests, with

critical t-value of 2.6\ for 6 comparisons using a¡ a{=.g5 leveì,

ì-tai led procedure, proved the Chinese to have performed more poorly

than either Ukrainians (t=2.98) or English (t=2.99).

The hypothesis had been that the ethnic groups would react different-

ly to perceived uncontrol ìabi I ity, meaning the noncontingent feedback.

Consequently, mul tiple comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test procedure

h,ere completed on the significant results of a set of ANOVAs done on

just noncontingent conditions only. For the amount of effort a subject

felt he/she had expended on the noncontingent task, ethnicity was

significant, F(3,142)=3.49, p<.O17, and subsequent comparisons with four

comparisons and a critical t-value of 2.58, d,=.05, found a signif icant

difference between Ukrainians and Chinese ( g(86)=2.65). Ukrainians

felt they had expended more effort in this condit¡on. Al I other

analyses proved nonsignif icant for ethnicity.

Coì lege Classroom Simulation

After the videotaped lecture, subjects completed an achievement test

on the lecture material, fol lowed by a questionnaire including attribu-

tions for test performance, perceived control and success, as well as

affective measures. The questionnai re format was almost identical to

that for the contingency questionnaire (see Appendix C) .

Achievement. The means for post-lecture measures are shown in Table

9. By examining the means and analysis of variance results in Table 10,

it is evident that subjects in the high expressive condition perform
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better on the achievement test, F (.l,285)=37.64, p..001. The main effect

of contingency and aìl interactions were nonsignificant. An ethnicity

effect proved significant, F (3,285)=13.67, p<.001. Probing the

ethnicity effect upon achievement, Bonferroni multiple comparisons were

performed with a one-tailed ìevel d=.05 f or 6 comparisons with a

critical t-value of 2.6\. Chinese performed significantìy more poorly

than English ( t=5.88) and Ukrainians ( t=5.19). Southern Europeans

performed significantìy more poorly than the English subjects ( !=2.86).

Testing the faci I ¡tating effect of expressiveness upon achievement,

each contingency group within each of the ethnic groups resulted in

eight (2 x 4) low versus high expressiveness comparisons. One-tai led

Bonferron¡ t-tests were computed for the eight comparisons with a

critical t-value of 2.7\ ato(=.05. For the Chinese, neither the

contingent nor the noncontingent conditions were facilitated by the high

expressive instructor. Engl ish subjects¡ performance improved signifi-

cantly with the high expressive instructor in the contingent condition

only ( t=2.79), whereas Southern Europeans' achievement was enhanced

onìy by high expressiveness in the noncontingent condition (!=1.57).

Just as for the Chinese, the Ukrainians' achievement was not signifi-

cantly affected by expressiveness in either cont¡ngency training

condition. These analyses are shown in Table ll.

For perceived success, expressiveness had a significant effect,

F(1,285)=39.63 p<.00ì, as subjects in the high expressive condition feìt

more successf ul. An ethnicity ef f ect was f ound Lß,28Ð =4.I l, p<.01, as

seen in Table 10. Further multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni

procedure were conducted, with a l-tailed critical value of 2.7\ for six
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Table 9: Means and standard devlaÈfons for post-lecture measures

Low resslve Hish Exoresslve

Contlngent Noncontl-nsent Contingent NoncontingenE

CH ENG SEUR UKR CH ENG SEUR T]KR CH ENG SEUR UKR CH ENG SBUR UKR

Percelved
Control

Per ce 'i'V€dSuccess

M 5.87 5.00 6.00 5.48

sD t.36 2.35 2.16 2.10

3.86 6.00 6.00 4.93

2.98 2.06 2.56 2.13

6.25 6.97 4.13 7.27

2.14 L.7r 2.17 r.64

5 .40 6.26 6.86 6 . 14

1.92 2.16 1.2L 2.29

M

SD

3.27 3.22 3.40 4.16

2.O2 1.93 2.37 1.97

3.14 4.79 4.13 3.93

1.66 2.06 2.59 2.39

4.75 6.06 5.38 5.88

2.14 1.54 2.00 1.93

4.07 s.47 6.57 5.00

L.gt 2.22 I.27 2.02

Ability
determíned

M

SD

s.s3 4.74 4.80 s.20

1.88 2 .67 2.49 2.14

4.14 4.83 4.88 4.77

2.38 2.35 2.80 2.30

5.94 6. t9 5. 13 6.35

r.B1 1.86 1.55 2.08

4.80 6.47 7.14 s.24

2.46 2.25 L.2r 2.28

Effort
deterrnined

SD

5.87 5.74 7.30 5.88

r.B5 2.20 1.25 2.32

3.86 6.00 5.50 s.43

2.35 2.O2 2.5r 2.08

6. 38 6 .75 s.63 6 .6s

r.89 1.50 1.30 r.57

s.27 6.68 6.43 6.34

2.r2 1"49 1.90 r.99
M

Dlfffculty
deternined

M

SD

6.33 6.48 6.10 6.16

2.19 2.43 2.13 1.86

6.14 6.08 5.75 5.90

2.L4 L.gL 2.L7 2.02

6.50 6 .66 6.00 6 .77

1.71 1.79 r.31 1.53

5.73 6.11 6.43 6.14

2.3t 1.97 1.27 L.96

Luck
deternined

M

SD

4 .40 4.74 4.20 4.76

2.r3 2.75 3.22 2.30

3.29 3.96 3.50 4.67

2.49 2.40 2.07 2.56

4.75 3.28 3.50 3.50

2.O5 1.80 2 .93 2.30

5 .27 3,53 3. 7l 3. 38

2.49 2.61 1.60 2.09
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Table 9z ,þans and standard deviatfons for post-lecture meaaurea

Low Expressive High Expressfve

Contingent Noncon tfnsent Continsent Noncontineent

CH ENG SEUR T]KR CH ENG SEUR T]KR CH ENG SEUR TTKR CH ENG SEUR UKR

Feel
tTfô{Jd/o.shamcd )

M 4.47 4.17 4.80 4.40

sD r.81 r.75 1.03 1.35

3.14 4.96 4.25 4.57

1.66 1.88 2.19 1.81

4.69 5.34 5.25 5.92

2.r5 L.58 r.98 r.79

4.40 5.74 6.14 s.28

1 .59 L.B2 r.2l r .56,

Motivated
f,rrE1:ro-ft ed/ unno t i vate d )

4.87 4.O4 2.90 2.92

2.26 2.5t 2.64 1.93

2.50 3.63 2.75 3.40

r.22 2.18 2 .60 2.46

5.69 5.06 5.00 5.65

2.06 2.37 2.07 2.04

5.00 5 .26 4. 86 s .03

2.54 L.gL 1.35 2 "37

M

SD

M

SD

Cou¡Deterlcecffitt/i ncomPetent)
4.60 4.78 4.90 5.32

r . s0 2 .24 2.O2 1. 70

4 .07 5 .63 4.50 s.33

r.90 z.LO 2.33 2.02

5.50 5 .84 6 .O0 6.46

2.07 1.95 1.31 1.61

5.47 6.42 6.7r 6.31

2.00 1.39 1.Lr 1.29

Heloless
chiÉTFfë

M

SD

sst can4 f dent )
4.93 4.52 4.50 5.28

1.39 2.37 2.01 1.54

3.50 s.63 4.00 4.63

1.95 2.08 2.20 L.Bl
5.31 5.69 5.25 6.08

2.r5 2.07 2.60 I .83

5.27 5.89 5.86 5.86

1.87 r.66 r.35 1.8;

Encourased
cãñc-õTrihg e d / d i sco u r o9 ed )

M 4.87 4.00 3.80 4.48

sD 2.26 2-00 1.99 1. t9

3.50 4.63 2.25 4,37

1.65 2.O2 2.05 I.50
5.19 5.22 5.63 5.65

r.97 L.75 2.13 1.83

5.47 5.84 5 .43 5.4t

1.68 1.61 1.27 2.13
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Table 9: {eans and standard devl-aËfons for post-lecture meaaureg

Low Exoressive Hish Expresslve

Noncon Èfnsenr Contlngent NoncontingenÈCon ent

CH ENG SEUR UKR CH ENG SEUR I]KR CH ENG SEUR UKR CH ENG SEUR UKI

Abilitv

SD

Effort

Dtfftcult

Teacher

SD

M s.27 5.43 5.40 6.36

2.34 2.02 L.78 r.66

4.07 6.42 4.75 5.40

2.O2 1.72 2.38 2.34

5.56 6.75 6.00 6.85

1.90 1.67 1.69 1.16

s.27 7.00 7.00 6.1,

2.r2 r.l5 1.29 2.0(

M

SD

6.53 5.78 5.30 5.12

1.96 2.30 2.67 z.LL

4.s7 5.38 s.63 4.73

2.4r 2.55 2.62 2.27

6.75 6.75 6.38 6.77

1.53 r.98 I .41 1.92

5.33 7.05 7.71 6.Bt

2.64 L.5I 0 .76 2 .1:

M

SD

6.87 6.74 5.80 6.48

r.73 1.68 2.30 1.29

7.00 6.00 5.88 6.07

1.52 2.02 2.80 2.07

5.94 6.s0 5.BB 6.ls
2.O2 1.70 0.83 1.62

5 .80 6 .53 6 .43 5 .91

1 .66 r .58 I .27 2.0

M 6.27 5.70 6.10 6.80

2.02 3.14 2.96 2.57

4.36 5.s8 4.7s 6.47

2.76 2.7,0 2.96 2.80

5.63 5.94 3.75 5.73

2.19 2.21 2.55 2.20

5.40 6.58 5.7r 4.5'

2.23 r.95 2.56 2.4

Achievement
test score

M

SD

11,33 tb¿Íl l3'lo 16,68 ll.Ø t1.oo t1,25 lLry
3.2g 3.30 s .47 5.34 5.79 4.20 7.29 4.57

/s,6 2o.o6 lSlE n o0
4.70 3.30 3.20 5.89

t/,ß 19,37 /?,7/ /8,t
3.31 4.84 4.61 4.2,

n 1523I025142483016328261519729
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Table l0: ANOVAS for post-lecture task measures

Source

f.erce i ved
Control

Ethnlc

Expressfveness

Contfngency

EthnÍc x Expressivess

Ethnic x Contingency

Expressivess x Contingency

Ethnlc x Express x ContÍn

Error
Perce i ued
Success

Ethnlc

Expressfveness

Contlngency

Ethnic x Expressfveness

Ethnic x Contlngency

Expressiveness x ContingencY

Ethnfc x Express x Contin

Error

Feel
,' IFFoudloshamed)

f8hnic

Expresslveness

Contfngency

Ethnfc x Expreesl.veness

EÈhnlc x Contfngency

Expressl-veness x ContingencY

Ethnic x Express x Contin

Error

Motlvated
TnotTUõ-t ¿dlvnnot í vcted)

Ethnfc

ExpreesÍveneaa

Contfngency

Ethnlc x ExpressLveness
Ethnlc x contlngency

'¿

ss

2I.00
35 .00

2.12

25.40

53.54

2.38

38.77

I239. 10

50.0r
L60.72

0.9r
7.06

24.O7

7 .87

L3.92

1155.81

37.23

59 .53

0.30

1.64

r9 .59

t.5l
13.61

838. I 1

11 .99

196 .9s

12.76

I0. 33

24.51

df FMS

3

I
I

3

3

t
3

7.00

35 .00

2.12

8.47

I7. 85

2.38

12.92

4.35

16.67

160.72

0.9r
2.35

8.02

7 .87

4.64

4.06

12.41

59 .53

0. 30

0 .55

6 .53

1.51

4.54

2.94

4.00

196.95

12.76

3.44
8.17

l.6t
B .05't*

o.49

1.95

4. l0't*
0 .55

2.97 *

4 . l1¡t't

39 .63**?t

0.22

0.58

I .98

L.94 .

1. 14

4.22**

20.24***

0.10

0. 19

2.22

0.51

r .54

0.81

39.Blrr**

2.s8

0. 70

I .65

285

3

I
I

3

3

I
3

285

3

I
I
3

3

I
3

285

3

I
I
3

3
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Table l0: ANOVAS for post-lecÈure measurea

Source

Motlvated
(contrd) Expressiveness x ConEingency

Ethnlc x Express x Conrfn

Error

Competence
( co m pe t e nfif¡i1¡go nPe te n t )

Expresslveness

Contingency

Ethnic x Expressiveness

Ethnlc x Contfngency

Bxpressiveness x ContingencY

Ethnic x Express x Contin

Error

Helpless
( he I p I essf 6ç¡1f,í de nt )

Expressl-veness

Contingency

Ethnfc x Expressfveness

Ethnic x Contfngency

ExpressLveneÉ¡s x ContingencY

EÈhnic x Express x Contin

Error

Encouraged
( cnco un oeg$zrr{[scounog ed)

Expressfveness

Contlngency

Ethnic x Expresslveness

Ethnic x Contingency

Expressiveness x ContÍngencY

Ethntc x Exprees x ConEln

Error

SS

1.3s

20.76

1409.96

FMSdf

t
3

285

1.35

6.92

4.95

12.02

85 .43

0.99

t. 10

3.83

r.29

1.31

3.51

8.94

62.74

o.79 ,
0.87

7 .60

3.83

4.77

3.75

0.27

r .40

3.43 *

24.35***

0.28

0.31

t .09

0.37

0.37

2.38

l6 .73*¡k?rr

0.2r
o.23

2.03

1.02

r.27

1.41

40.45**rr

0 .98

L,29

2.02

2.42

1.00

36 .0s

85.43

0.99

3.29

ll.50
1.29

3.93

999.75

26.83

62.74

o.79

.2.61

22.80

3. 83

L4.32

1068.99

14.O4

L34.28

3.25

12. BB

20. 13

8.04

9 .98

946.O5

3

I
I
3

3

I
3

285

3

I

I
3

3

I
3

285

3

I
I
3

3

I
3

4.68

r34.28

3.25

4.29

6.:l t
8.04

3. 33

3.32285
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Table l0: $NOVÀS: for post-lecture task measures

Source

Erhnlc

Expresslveness

Contingency

EthnLc x Expresslveness

EÈhnic x ContingencY

Expresslveness x ContfngencY

Ethnic x Express x Contl-n

Error

EÈhnfc

Expressiveness

Contingency

Ethnic x Expressiveness

Ethnic x ContingencY

Expresslveness x ConEÍngencY

Ethnl-c x Express x ContLn

Error

Ethnlc
Expressfveness

Contingency

Ethnic x Expressiveness

EËhnlc x ContlngencY

Expreeelveness x ContlngencY

Ethnfc x Express x Contin

Error

SS df FMS

Abilttv

Effort

Difficult

75.66

52.28

2.21

4 .4r
3r.66
4.L2

tL.26

982.60

11.75

103.81

4. 15

r9.36

4r. 35

7.03

o.52

1297 .83

7.85

2 "72
o.s4

16. t4

2.7 L

92L.49

3

I
1

3

3

1

3

25.22

52.28

2.2r

1.47

r0 .55

4.12

3.75

3.45

3,92

103. Bl

4. 15

6.45

13.78

7 .O3

0. l7
4.55

2.62

2.72

0. s4

5.38

L.27

l. 19

0.90

3.23

7 .32**x

15. 16*tr*

0.64

0.43

3.06't

r. 19

1.09

0.86'

22. B0***

0.9 r

r.42

3.03*

r .54

0.04

0.81

0.84

0.L7

L.66

0.39

0.37

0 .28

285

3

I

I

3

3

t

3

285

3.8r
t. t9

3

I
I

3

3

I

3

285

¿
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Table l0: n¡tqViS for post-lecrure task measures

Source

Ethnic

Expresslveness

Contfngency

Ethnlc x Expresslveness

Ethnic x Contingency

Expressiveness x Contingency

Ethnlc x Express x Contin

Error

Ethnic

Expressiveness

Contlngency

Ethníc x Expressiveness

Ethnic x Contl-ngency

Expressiveness x Contingency

Ethnlc x Express x Contfn
Error

SS

27.36

6.76

5.67

62.22

24.25

22.70

33.07

r805.65

860.49

789.82

38.26

r30 .43

59.23

r7.Bl
37. 30

5979.89

9.12

6.76

5.67

20.74

B. OB

22.70

11.02

6.34

1.44

r .07

0. B9

3.27l'
L.2B

3. sB

L.74

l3 .6 7***
37 .67***

1.82

2.07

0.94

0 .85

0.59

df FMS

Teacher

Achieve¡oenL
test 6core

3

I

t

3

3

t
3

285

3

I

I
3

3

I

3

285

286.83

789.82

38.26

43.48

19.74

I7.81

12.43

20.98

*P- .05
r'*p_.01

lrl"tp .00l

¿
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Table 1l: Hultlple comparlsone of effect of expressfvenees by contfngency

for all ethnlc groups on achlevement

Means and N-sizes

Low Expresslve High ExpressLve

chLnese contingent
NonconËlngent

Contlngent
Engl-1sh

Noncont,Íngen

Cont,ingent
S Fnropean

Noncontingen

Contlngent
IJkral-nlan

Noncontingen

MS = 20.982error
N= 301

2.7.4.,= crf Èfcal t df (285)r g= .05, 1'- tatled, 8 comparl-sons

Chinese Southern European

Contlngent t= L4.33 - 15.75 = -0.86 ConËlngenL t= 13. 10-18.2s

20.982(L/ ß+L/ L6) J ,o.tar( r/ to+uB)

Noncontlngent t= I 1.00-14. 13 = -1.84 NonconEingent t- l I .25-19.71 = -3.57*W 20.982(L I 8+Ll 7)

Enq_lf sh Ukrafnfan

Contfngent r=16.57-2O.06 = -2.79*
Contlngent t- 16 . 68- 19 .00 =-1.81

@îñvzz>
t=l-2.90-.19.37 = -l .45

Jzo.e82(L/ 24+L/ Le)

= -2.37

2A ,982(Ll zs+Ll 26)

t-16.03-18.83 = -2.35

14.33 (ls) ls.7s (16)

Ir.o0 (14) 14.13 (ls)

16.s7 Q3) 20.06 (32)

17.00 (24) L9.37 ( 19)

13.10 (10) rB.2s (8)

LL.2s (8) I9.7 I ( 7 )

16.68 (2s) 19.00 (26)

16.03 (30) 18. 83 (29)

NonconÈlngent Noncontingent
20 .982(Ll30+1129)
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comparisons. Chinese feìt significantly ìess successful than both

English ( t=3.19) and Ukrainians ( t=2.86). Neither the contingency

variable nor any interactions were significant.

When asked how much ability they felt they had for the test, high

expressiveness subjects felt they had more abiìity, f(.l,285)=15.16,

p<.001. Neither contingency nor any interactions proved significant.

Ethn¡city proved significant f(3,28Ð=7.32, p<.OOl. Probing this effect

with multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni procedure with a l-tai led

t-value for six comparisons of 2.64 at o(=.05, Chinese were found to

rate themselves as having less abil ity for the test than either English

( t=4.43) or Ukrainians ( t=3.83).

e ceived control. The ANOVA on perceived controì revealed a

significant effect of expressiveness, F(1,285¡=3.05, p<.0ì, with

subjects in high expressiveness conditions feeì ing greater perceived

control. Neither contingency nor ethnicity had significant main

effects, but their interaction proved significant, F (3,285)=4.10, p<.0.l.

Further examination with multiple comparisons using a critical value of

3.09 for the 24 comparisons atêÉ.0!, all of the conditions were

examined. ln the high expressive contingent condition, Southern

Europeans felt significantly ìess in control than either Ukrainians (

!=4.02) or Engl ish ( t=3.72) , No other comparisons proved significant

in other conditions.

Attribution profi le. llultivariate analyses of variance and discrimi-

nant function analyses were performed on the attribution profile of how

much abi I ity, effort, task difficulty and luck determined test perform-
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ance. As shown in Tabìe 12, expressiveness had a main effect,

F (4,282)=3.66, p<.01, but none of the other variables had a main effect

or interaction that reached significance. Examining the profi le with

discriminant analysis, the structure correlations and z-weights were:

abi I ity, .9\9 (.880); effort, .590 (.286); task d¡fficulty, .176

(-.181); ìuck, -.275 (-.l0lr). The group centroids showed that high

expressiveness subjects (5.45) exhibi t a more internal locus than low

expressiveness subjects (t+.36), similar to that found for contingency in

the prev i ous set of resu I ts .

Affective measures were also înfluenced by the expressiveness

variable, with high expressive subjects feel ing more proud,

F (3,28Ð=2o,2¡.+, p<.ooì, more motivated, t (3,285)=39.8.|, p<.00.l, more

competent, F (3,28i)=24.35, p<.001, more conf ident, f (3,285)=¡6.73, and

more encouraged, F (3,281)=49.45, p=.OOl, than low expressive subjects.

Neither contingency nor any interactions were significant.

For how proud/ashamed a person feels, ethnicity proved significant,

t(3,28Ð=\.22, p<.0.I. l4ultiple comparison Bonferroni tests for six

comparisons with a critical t-value of 2.64 showed Chinese to feeì more

ashamed overall than both English (gæ3.t0) and Ukrainians ( t=3.14).

For how competent peopìe felt, ethnicity proved significant,

Lß,28Ð=3.\3, p<.05, and a multiple comparison using a critical t=value

of 2.64 for six comparisons showed Chinese to feel significantly less

competent overa I I than Ukra i n i ans ( t=3 .05) .
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Table 12: MANOVA, means and dLscrlmlnant functÍon analyses of post-lecture

tesÈ atfrfbutfons

Means

Luck

Attrlbutfon ProfLle

Low ress ive

149

Enptéssivêness

resslve

152

Ê(4,282¡= 3.66**r e < .OL

Abfliçy

Effort

Task
dlfficulty

n

Source

Dtscrlmina4t A4elIsfs

z-weights

MANOVA

.880

.286

-. r81

-. 104

; GrouÞ Centroide

structure correLa

Abtlfty

EfforË

Task dlfflculty

Luck

.949

.590

.176

-.275

Hfgh ExpressÍve

Low Expreselve

s.45

5.9 r4.86

6.27s.70

6.296.L2

3.864.L9

4.36
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Svnops i s

ln summary, for the post-contingency measures, contingency had a

consistent effect upon attributions, affect and achievement: contingent

subjects made more internal attributions, felt more in control and more

successful, and did better. These resuìts \^rere true both for the

Engl ish-only repl ication and for the overall analysis. Ethnicity had

I ¡ttle effect upon post-contingency measures except for how much effort

subjects expended and actual aptitude test score. Engl ish and Ukraini-

ans reported expending more effort than either Chinese or Southern

Europeans, and the Chinese actually performed significantly more poorìy

than either the Engl ish or Ukrainians.

For post-lecture measures, expressiveness had a consistent effect,

with high expressive subjects feeling better, more in control, perform-

ing better, and making more internaì attributions. Contingency had

virtually no residual effects upon post-lecture measures, but ethnicity

had consistent effects, with Chinese feeling least successful, least in

control, and performing poorest relative to the Engl ish and Ukrainians.

Expressiveness had differential effects, depending upon the contingency

condition, as Chinese were unabìe to benefit from the enhancing effect

of high expressiveness upon their achievement in either contingency

condition. Engl ish subjectsr achievement uras faci I itated by high

expressiveness in the contingent condition, but not in the noncontingent

condition. Southern Europeansr achievement was enhanced in noncontin-

gent conditions by high expressiveness, while Ukrainians did not benefit
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from high expressiveness effects on their achievement in either

conti ngency condi t¡on.



DISCUSSION

Summary

Two questions were addressed in this investigation: whether ethnic

differences exist in perceived control and whether ethnic groups are

differentially receptive to the effects of teaching effectiveness.

According to Porterrs vertical mosiac, ethnic groups develop different

bel iefs of perceived control by social ization and direct experience,

The learned helplessness paradigm provides a mechanism for testing this

assertion by directly manipulating perceived control using response-out-

come contingency relationships. Fol lowing Porterrs reasoning, if ethnic

groups do have lesser expectations of control labi I ity, they should be

differential ly susceptible to a manipulation of perceived control. The

results of the contingency manipulation do not show ethnic differences

in perceived control, however, only in aptitude test score, and the

amount of effort subjects felt they expended on the aptitude test.

ln the second hypothesis, it was questioned as to how ethnic groups

manage to adapt in the educational system. Whereas Porter (lg0S)

conceptualized the educational system as the equalizer, where all have

the opportunity for mobility, it was thought that differential perceived

control could pose a problem. Perry and Dickens (1984) have shown that

teaching behaviours affect students differently depending upon their

perceived control, suggesting that if ethnic groups do differ in

8r
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perceived control , they may di ffer i n receptivi ty to an i nstructor.

Results suggest that ethnic groups do differ in their responses to

i nstructor express i veness, the teach i ng behav i our .

Another important result of this study is the development and

vaìidation of a new method of contingency manipulation that may be

better suited to multi-ethnic populations than the previously used

verbaì instruments. The piìot study showed the new nonverbal task to be

as effective at manipulating perceived control as the verbal task. This

new instrument may prove an advantage for further research into

perceived control with multi-ethnic popuìations.

Cont i ngency Task

Consistent contingency effects appeared in attributions, affective

responses, and performance during the contingency manipulation phase.

The purpose of this task \^/as to inf luence perceived control, which ¡t

did aptly with contingent subjects feeling more in controì. lnterest-

ingly, ethnicity did not significantly affect perceived control,

suggesting that ethnic differences in perceived control do not exist.

Perceived success, another criterion other than perceived control

used by Perry and Dickens to assess the effectiveness of the contingency

manipulation, d¡d show contingency effects. Contingent subjects fett

more successful, which is counter to the expected resuìt. The reasoning

is that the effect of manipulation of perceived control should be

unaffected by amount of reinforcement. ln other words, if subjects feel

they are less successful in the noncontingent condition, that may affect
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their subsequent responses, not feelings of uncontrollability. Perhaps

this success effect is not surprising, however, if one examines the

pilot study resuìts shown in Tabìe l, which compares aptitude test

scores between the verbal and nonverbal test for both contingent and

noncontingent conditions. I.lhereas the scores for the verbal test range

from means of 62% to 772 (there were !0 questions), the means for the

nonverbal test range from 882 and up, suggesting a ceiling effect.

Perhaps the nonverbal test ís not diff¡cult enough, consequently in

noncontingent conditions, subjects feeì badìy getting a low score since

they felt it was easy. However, this would also suggest that subjects

in the nonverbal test cc¡ndition would tend to be suspicious for

noncontingency, but the pi lot test employed funnel-type post-experimen-

tal questionnaires, finding few suspicious subjects. Thus, according to

the criterion for a contingency manipuìation task, the resuìts suggest

that a confound exists between perceived control and amount of rein-

forcement.

Attributions for test performance showed the characteristic internaì

locus for contingent subjects, as seen in Perry and Dickens. Ethnicity

did not have a significant effect for attributions. Contingent subjects

felt better about themselves affectively overall than noncontingent

subjects. Again, no ethnic effects appeared in the analysis

English and Ukrainian subjects felt they had tried harder than the

Chinese and Southern European subjects, despite the fact that difficulty

uJas perceived simi larly for al I groups. The Chinese and Southern

European subjects did not find the test more difficult than the other

groups, but stilì tended to feel they had not tried hard enough.
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Aptitude test scores were affected both by contingency and showed a

significant ethnic effect. Overal l, Chinese subjects scored more poorìy

than either Engì ish or Ukrainian subjects. Their attributions and

affective responses did not, however, reflect any differences from the

other groups in the contingency task phase. They only report that they

did not expend as much effort.

The purpose of this phase of the experiment uras to determine whether

ethni c groups di ffered i n perceived control . Cross-cul turaì and

multi-cultural research has documented ethnic differences in perceived

control (ltleredith, 1976; Parsons ê Schneider, 1970i Parsons E Schneider,

197\; Hsieh et al., 1969), and the present results do not corroborate

these findings. Separate analyses were done on both contingent and

noncontingent conditions also, after the overall analysis, in order to

see if the groups react differently specific to a contingency condition.

Again, however, ethnicity did not prove any more significant for any

variables in the contingent or noncontingent conditions than overall.

Overall, the Ukrainians, English, and Southern Europeans, as well as

Chinese appear to respond in simi lar ways. The Chinese, however, do

perform more poorly on the aptitude test, showing no reaction to this

result in their attributions or affective responses. They do not appear

to be affected by their poorer result at all. All groups responded

simi Iarly to the contingency manipulation, exhibiting the characteristic

attributional, affective responses. As for the motivational deficit,

however, the Engl ish, Chinese, and Ukrainian subjects were debi I itated

by their exposure to noncontingency, whereas the Southern Europeans'

apt i tude scores were unaffected by the cont i ngency man i pu I at i on. Thus,
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whereas the other three dispìayed the effect of noncontingency upon

their performance, Southern Europeans appear unaffected on this measure.

lncorporating these results into Porterrs ideas about the vertical

mosaic, they would suggest that ethnic groups do not differ in their

experience of control over their I ives and in their social ization.

Specuìating on the ìack of contingency effect upon performance for the

Southern Europeans, however, one might suggest that they are used to

noncontingency in their lives but have learned to deaì with it success-

fuì ly and do not display helplessness. ln Canadian society, if ethnic

groups are strat¡fied, which affects their reìative control over their

I ives, they would experience differences in perceived controì. No such

differences appear, however, which questions the appìicability of the

vertical mosaic for contemporary society. Perhaps the lack of ethnic

effects may be due to the subject population, however, as aìl are

university students andr oñê may argue, a more homogeneous sample of

people actual ly reach the universi ty level . A more cautious conclusion

would thus be that while the vertical mosaic may exist in the outside

society, it may not be found in the university environment.

Classroom Simulation

Basically, it was expected that ethnic differences in perceived

control would result in differential responsiveness to instructor

expressiveness. No ethnic effects for perceived control were found in

the first phase of the experiment, however. D¡fferences in perceived

control, as wel I as poorer achievement motivation (Stipek ê Weisz,

1981), affect achievement striving, and it has been proposed that ethnic
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students differ in motivation to achieve (Rosen, 195Ð. lf ethnic

differences in perceived control were shown in the contingency manipula-

tion phase, it would be expected that students would also differ in

their response to the instructor in the second phase of the experiment.

The effect of the instructor upon student achievement and motivation

cannot be ignored, as Perry et aì. (1979) showed manipulation of

i nstructor express i veness affected both ach i evement and attr i but i ons. A

highly expressive instructor can faci I itate higher acl'¡ievement and more

i nterna I attr i but i ons, as Perry and D i ckens (l 984) document. 0ne

problem arises, however, as this effect is qualified by an interaction

with contingency. ln other words, if subjects have been exposed to

noncontingency, the faci I itating effects do not work, and subjects are

unable to benefit from the expressive instructor.

þJhen the resu I ts were exam i ned, ach i evement l{,as af f ected by expres-

siveness with high expressiveness faciìitating higher overaìl perform-

ance. A significant ethnic effect showed the Engl ish to perform

significantly better than both the Chinese and the Southern Europeans,

and the Ukrainians to perform better than the Southern Europeans.

Examining each ethnic group, in both contingency conditions, as seen in

Tabìe ll, the English subjects folìowed the contingency by expressive-

ness interaction documented by Perry and Dickens: under contingent

conditions only, the high expressive instructor faci I itates performance.

Differential effects are seen for the other ethn¡c groups, however, as

for both Ukrainians and Chinese, expressiveness does not facilitate

performance in either contingency condition. For Southern Europeans,

only in noncontingent conditions does the expressiveness effect work to

enhance ach i evement.
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Whereas results for Engl ish are repl icated, the other results show

distinct ethnic differences in response to instructor variability. The

Southern Europeans are sensitive to the expressiveness variabìe and take

advantage of it when they have been exposed to noncontingency. As

suggested in the discussion that their achievement is not affected as a

result of exposure to noncontingency, the Southern Europeans seem able

to take advantage of resources when exposed to noncontingency. Again,

one might speculate that they have adapted to coping with the noncontin-

gency they experience in their lives. The results for the Chinese and

Ukrainians raise the question of whether there are universaì ly effective

teaching behaviours for all cultures, for the highly expressive

instructor did not enhance performance for either group.

Perceived control was affected by expressiveness, w¡th the high

expressive instructor producing feeì ings of greater control. The

contingency by ethnicity interaction, which proved significant, revealed

an interesting result: Southern Europeans feìt ìess in control than

either Ukrainians or Engl ish in high expressive contingent conditions.

This result has impl ications for the cognitive consistency theory of

þJatson and Baumal (1967) in which the authors contend that individuals

experiencing incongruent situations become anxious, which affects their

performance. Whereas the other groups expect and receive contingency,

perhaps the Southern Europeans are unaccustomed to experiencing tbro

beneficial conditions, of both contingent relationships and an effective

instructor. They react by feeling out of control as there is an

i ncongruency wi th thei r exper i ence.
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The results show Chinese subjects feel they have ìess ability for the

test,which may be realistic, as the achievement test is a verbal one

based on a verbal ìecture and perhaps the Chinese subjects urere not

comfortably fluent in Engl ish. Simi larly, they feìt more ashamed of

their score and ìess competent but this result was irrespective of

contingency condition, and is thus not a result of perceived control

manipulation.

It appears that ethnic groups have differential sensitivity to

expressiveness, sometimes depending upon contingency. For instance,

neither Chinese nor Ukrainian subjects wei'e affected by expressiveness

to facilitate their achievement in either contingency condition.

Southern Europeans, however, were abìe to benefit from the high

expressive instructor in only the noncontingent condition. This

diversi ty of resul ts suggests that an effective teachi ng behaviour may

have littìe effect, depending upon the ethnic group.

Perry and Dickens' results showed an expressiveness by contingency

interaction must be qual ified as dependent upon ethnicity, as it

occurred for English, but not for Chinese, Southern Europeans, or

Ukrainians. Expressiveness is effective for the Southern Europeans'

achievement in noncontingent conditions, r^/here expressiveness is not

expected to have an effect, following the interaction effect.

Perhaps the greater natural expressiveness of Southern Europeans

makes this variable sal ient to them in noncontingent conditions.

Conversely, the tendency to display less expression may explain the

unresponsiveness of Chinese to this variable. The English, as already
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metioned, approximate previous findings, and Ukrainians fol low the

unresponsiveness of the Chinese. Considering the potency of the

expressiveness variable as it affects al l responses, the persistence of

an ethnic effect is striking, for the effect of contingency, a potent

factor in the contingency results, has been lost. l'lost times, the

effects of any other indepencìent variable are lost due to the power of

the expressiveness manipulation, so the strength of the ethnici ty

d i fferences cannot be i gnored.

lmol ications

First of all, the contingency manipulation results do not point to

any differential sensitivity to control labi I ity of the four ethnic

groups. This would suggest that they do not differ in perceived

control, as all respond in a characteristic manner to the perceived

controì manipulation. The one result that does stand out is the lack of

effect of the noncontingent exposure upon Southern Europeans'perform-

ance. As suggested, this could be a clue to habitual experience with

noncont i ngency and an automat i c copi ng strategy.

Given the post-lecture resul ts, the question was whether those wi th

less perceived control would be able to benefit from an effective

instructor.. Since no groups differed in perceived control based on

post-contingency measures, no differences by ethnicity should be

evident. The results revealed some differences by ethnic group in

response to expressiveness, however. Not al l responded with the

characteristic expressiveness by contingency interaction, in fact

neither the Chinese nor the Ukrainians respond at all to the enhanced
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an expressive instructor, as the means shown in Table 9

perform uniformly poorly and the ìatter uniformly

It have been noted that university students are a relat¡vely

homogeneous group, and by the time they reach that ìevel of education,

individual differences, for the most part, wi I I have been el iminated.

This study shows, however, the potency of ethnicity in beliefs and

reaction to education. lt suggests that in a multicultural coun-

tF/rrsuch as Canada, differences between ethnic groups should be

considered and taken into account in the classroom. The resuìt of

testing perceived control differences suggests that differences may not

very great, but that the Southern Europeans have had experience with

noncontingency and have learned to cope with the condition successful ly.

Perhaps the vertical mosaic does not exist in terms of perceived

control, but ethnicity shouìd certainìy be considered a potent variable

when appl ied to the classroom.

Within the educationaì system, ethnicity may have an effect upon

responsiveness to effective teaching behaviours as defined by our

culture. VJhereas the English appear to benef it from expressívenss when

they are in control, the Southern Europeans appear to benefit when they

are experiencing noncontingency. Perhaps this has impl ications for

adaptiveness to aversive conditions, for neither the Chinese nor the

Ukrainians appear able to take advantage of this supposedìy effective

condition.
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These findings suggest that ethnic differences in perceived control

may not exist or are more subtle in a university population. Also,

within the educational system, care should be taken to ascertain the

effects of the instructor upon ethnic groups. Perhaps the behaviours we

ethnocentrical ìy consider beneficial are in actual fact detrimental or

ineffective for some ethnic groups. Care should also be taken in our

evaluation of perceived control, for what our culture considers adaptive

may not be for another cuì ture.
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Ethniclry and Conrrol
?t

Âppendfx ¡

APTtTUoE qUESTt oNNA IRE

We are i ntcrestcd ln your pcrsonal reaction to the
apt¡ tude test whlch you have Just complcted. There are no
right or wrong answers, but please consider each question
caref ul ly bef ore )rou ansr.rer it.

You wi I I notice that for each question. there is a pair
of phrases, one phrase at each end of a ten point scale.
Please indicate for each pair of phrases which point on the
scale best represents your attitude by marking the number on
the answer sheet which corresponds to your postion.

EXAI{PLE: How do you feel presently?

Not Good
At AI I

lf you felt extremely _sood,
answer .sheet.

o r 23\567 8g
Ex treme I y

Good

you would mark number 9 on the

I{ARK ALL ANSWERS IN ITET,lS
SURVEY ANSWER SHEET.

r-¡5 0F sEcTr0N ! 0N THt ATTITUoE

l. How much ABILITY do you think you have for this type of
tes t?

NoneAtAll 0 I 2 t \ 5 6 7 I g AGreat0eal

2. How hard [!.[ YOU TRY to answer the questions on the test?

Oid Not Try
At AI I

Extremely
Easy

Not At Al I

Successful

Tr ied l,ty
0 I 23\567 89 Hardest

J. How DIFFICULT did you feel the aptitude test was?

o r 2 3 4 5 618 g
Extremely
0lfficult

Extremely
Succes s fu I

¡{. How SUCCESSFUL dld you feel at the end of the test?

o r 2)\561Bg

(



EÈhnicity and Control
?ft

APTTTUoE QUESTT oNNAtRE

5. How much d¡d Y0UR ABILITY determine your performance on
this test?

6. How much d¡d YOUR EFFORT to solve the questions determine
your performance on the apt i tude test?

Not At All 0 I 2 3 \ 5 6 I I g Entirety

Not At All 0 I 2 3 \ 5 6 I I g Entirety

7. Howmuch d¡d
performance on the

I How much did LUCK determine

Not At All 0 I 2 3 4

performance on the test?

7 8 9 Entirely

the 0lFF!çULTY 0F THE TEIT determine your
test?

Not At All 0 I 2 3 \ 5 6 I I g Entirety

your

56

9. How much CONTROL did you have over your successes and
fa i I ures on the apt i tude test?

Very L¡ttle
Contro I

Completely Under
lly Controlo I 2 3 \ 5 6 7'.8 g

10. How did you FEEL about your performance on the test?

Extreme I y
Ashamed

Rate the extent
fol lowing feel ings

I l. lncompetent 0

12. Helpless 0

13. Unmotivated 0

I ¡. 0 i scouraged O

15. How SUCCESSFUL did

Nor Ar Al I

Sucessful

o r 23\5618g

to wh i ch you
as a react,ion

ExtremeIy
Proud

exper i enced each of the
to the apt¡tude test.

5678!Comperenr

56TStConfident

5 6 7 I t tlotivated, .

S6TBgEncouraged

Che apCitude CesÈ?

r 2 34
4

4

q

3

3

3

2

2

2

feel you were onyou

o r23\567 8g Extreme)ly
Suces s fu I



I nstructions:

The fol lowing questions pertain to
achievement !es! you just completed.
about your opinions on the lecture and

Below are words or phrases at each
select the number on the scale which
your respqnses on the computer scored

end of a 9-point scale.
represents your opinion.
answer sheets.

Appendix C

Post - Lecture Quest i onna i re q9

the leclg¡e you viewed and the
We would I lke some information

test.

P I ease
Place

NOTE: F0R
sEcTI 0N L
RESPONSES.

TH I S QUEST I oNNA I RE , PLEASE USE NUI'IBERS 1Z THRoUGH l+6 I N

OF THE ATT I TUDI SURVEY ANSWER SHEET TO RECORD YOUR

32. How much ABILITY do you think you

None At Al I -lr -3 -2 -l O

have for th i s type of test?

4 A Great Deal

Tr ied fty
4 Hardest

123

33. How hard DID YOU TRY to answer the questions on the test?

Did Not Try
At AI I

34 How DIFFICULT d¡d you feel

Very Easy -4 -3. -2

-r{ -l -2 -l 0 | 2 3

the aptitudê test was?

-t O I 2 3 4 VeryDifficult

35 How SUCCESSFUL d¡d you feel at the end of the test?

Not At AI I
Successfu I -4-3-2-ror234

Very
Successfu I



Post - Lecture Questionnalre lOO,

36. How much d¡d Y0UR ABILITY determine your performance on this test?

Not At All -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4 Entirety

37. How much d¡d YOUR EFFORT to solve the questions determine your
performance on the achievement test?

38. How much did the DIFFICULTY 0F THE TEST determine your
performance on the test?

Nor At All -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4 Entirely

Not At Al I -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4 Entirely

39. How much d¡d !99[ determine your performance on the test?

Not At All -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4 Entirely

l+0. Considering yourself and the teacher, how much did t,he TEACHER
determine your performance on the test?

Not At Al I -4 -3 -2 -ì O I 2 3 4 Entirely

41. How much
achievement test?

CONTR0L d¡d you have over your performance on the

Very Little
Contro I

Completely Under
-4 -3 -2 -l o I 2 3 4 l'ty Control

\2, How did you f!!! about your performance on the achievement test?

Very Ashamed -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 lr Very Proud

Rate the extent to which you experienced each of
feel ings as a reaction to the achievement test.

\3. lncompetent -4 -3 -2 -l o I 2 3 4

ll. Xelpless -4 -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4

\5, Unmotivated -l -t .-2 -l 0 I 2 3 4

[6. Dlscouraged -¡r -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 4

the fol lowing

Competent

Conf I dent

llot ¡vated

Encouraged



Appendlx D

Questlonnalrd
,o¡

There are no rlght or vJrong anawera for questlons and you should answer each

as truthfully as poeslble. Ttre responÍ¡es on this questlonnaÍre are strictly

confidential. your answers wlLl be seen by no one other than the experfmenter.

AlChough you are not forced to answer a questlon, 1t is lmportant for the

success of the experlment Èhat you altempÈ to answer each questÍon'

PLEASE ANSI.IER IN /l's 20-39, SECTION 4 on the CoMPUTER SHEET

20. What Ls your ethnlc group, other than Canadian?

1) Chinese 2) Englísh 3) Italian 4) Ukratnian 5) other

2L. I,Ihat is your motherrs ethnic group, other than Canadian?

l) chtnes e 2) English 3) Italian 4) UkraÍnfan 5) other

22. What 1s your fatherfs ethnic group, other than Canadlan?

1) Chfnese 2) Engltsh 3) Itallan 4) Ukra{nian 5) other

23. I.ltrat 1s your fLrst language?

1) Chfnese 2) Engush 3) Itallan 4) UkraÍnian 5) other

Zt+. lJtrat generat,ion Canadian are you?

1) lrmfgranü or vfsa student

2) lsmfgrat,ed as a chlld

3) 2nd generatlon

4) 3rd generatloh

25. How strongly do you ldentify wfth your ethnlc group?

I
not at

all

23456789 10
strongly
ideutfff."

26. IIow lnportant fs your ethnfcfty to you?

I
not at

all

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9"*rrå9"t,
lnportant




